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Outsourcing responsibility for torture:
Ending Impunity for PMSCs and their employees in the U.S.

Lisa van Besouw

Abstract: The scenario where a Private Military Security Contractor (PMSC), who is hired by the U.S. government,
tortures abroad forms the outset of this thesis. This scenario happened before, in Abu Ghraib (Iraq) and resulted in a
general absence of any litigation of the perpetrators before either U.S. or Iraqi courts. How can the impunity PMSCs
and their employees enjoy in the U.S. be deceased? This human rights-focused research on the basis of sketched
scenario is therefore structured around the unacceptable impunity for torture. It investigates which international human rights legislation is applicable and how it should pose obligations upon PMSCs with specific attention to the value
and enforceability of the prohibition of torture. This thesis focuses on who is responsible and to what extent, in particular how redress can be obtained by the tortured victim before U.S. courts. In fighting this impunity, U.S. jurisprudence concerning the torture cases that took place in Iraq will thoroughly be analysed. This finally results in propositions of a double dualistic regulatory framework for PMSCs in prohibiting and preventing the crime of torture.
Keywords: Private Military Security Companies, prohibition of torture, Abu Ghraib, Human Rights, United States
of America, globalisation, redress, Al Shimari v CACI, Kiobel, immunity, extraterritoriality

I.

Introduction

In this Thesis the scenario where a private military contractor as employee of an U.S. Private Military & Security Company (PMSC) conducts acts of torture abroad, is taken as outset. In the aftermath of Abu Ghraib, the
Report of Major General Taguba stated that employees of PMSCs contracted by the U.S. “were either directly or
indirectly responsible for the abuse at Abu Ghraib.”1 The inconsistent jurisprudence around their accountability
is a highly debated and topical issue in the U.S., shown by Al Shimari v CACI, which is a recently decided lawsuit before the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals brought by four Iraqi torture victims against the US-based PMSC
CACI.2 It affirms that CACI directly participated in war crimes, including torture, while it was providing services
in execution of their contract at the Abu Ghraib prison. The Fourth Circuit stated before that the U.S. Alien Tort
Claims Act (ATCA) could not be used for violations occurring outside the U.S. and that Iraqi law applied, meaning the barring of common law claims. This composed reason enough to take the case to appeal.
The U.S. jurisprudence relating to PMSCs could be influenced by the U.S. Supreme Court case Kiobel v Royal Dutch Shell Petroleum Co. This case seems to close the door for federal court jurisdiction over international
corporations providing services abroad, and for using the ATCA to solve this impunity of corporations in the
U.S.. Unfortunately, this jurisprudential development also closes the door when it comes to Human Rights violations by these international corporations. The general phenomenon is even more apparent when these Human

Art 15-16 Taguba Report (2004) 48.
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Rights violations include the worst crimes - as the crime of torture is considered to be - and are committed by
‘guns for hire’ of the PMSC industry.3 It is legitimate to address this vacuum for the crime of torture where
PMSC are involved in, with a critical legal Human Rights reflection on and analysis of possible existing international or national instruments that can be applied to U.S. private military contractors who torture overseas.
From a Human Rights perspective, this impunity for torture is surely unacceptable. How pressing the problem is, can be shown by alluding to the worldwide phenomenon of PMSCs and the privatised security industry
they represent. Every PMSC plays indeed a role in a larger, transnational oriented picture. The wave of controversy around PMSCs and their conduct puts them in the spotlights for creating legal and political problems.
Follow-up question is how to counter this impunity which U.S. contractors, together with their PMSCs, enjoy on
the national and international level by using national and international mechanisms to prosecute perpetrators of
torture? Representing the global trend, the focus will lie with the U.S. since it is the home and hiring state of
the majority of PMSCs in overseas conflict zones. Regarding the global ‘privatizing war’ - phenomenon, what
mechanisms exist -or not exist- in the U.S. that allow for this impunity to take place? Why is it so difficult in the
U.S. to bring those perpetrators to trial? Several parts make up for this problematic. Subjects of research are
Non-State Actors (NSA), applicable legal means, responsibility, redress before U.S. courts and propositions for
regulating acts of torture by PMSCs. It is important to frame abovementioned questions in the context of the
research subjects since it allows to familiarise oneself with the International Human Rights problematic.
This Master Thesis is carried out by a critical legal approach, and is complemented with case study research.
For orientation purposes, the different players in the ‘privatised war’-field will first be discussed, along a theoretical analysis of the international scene they are placed in. Concepts as NSA and PMSC will be explained, a
definition of PMSC will be set up, the crime of torture and its constitutive elements in international and national
sources will also be researched. Little attention is given to the rise and role of PMSC and the gravity of the U.S.
in the industry today. Lastly, the existing regulatory framework for PMSCs will be explained. Soft law, the treaty
process, self-regulation and Corporation Social Responsibility (CSR) are elements of this non-fulfilling framework.
Once the actors are identified, it is necessary to question what legal means exist through which the PMSCs
are bound by International Human Rights Law (IHRL). What (direct) obligations have PMSCs and their contractors under IHRL? This will be researched by analyzing the legal framework connecting the international with the
domestic level. An emphasis will be put on legislation in relation to torture that could provide grounds for prosecuting PMSCs and contractors. Little attention will be given to legislation of criminal nature since the U.S. case
law demonstrates that civil claims are more problematic in practice.
On the basis of the legal framework developed above, one needs to ask who bears the responsibility for the
crime of torture and to what extent. This leads to an identification of gaps in the U.S. responsibility which result
in the impunity of private military perpetrators and their PMSCs. Little attention is given to determining state
responsibility; however the link between the state and PMSCs will be mentioned. Consequently, does this connection mean that the U.S. bears an obligation under IHRL to provide for mechanisms of redress for torture
victims? And if they do not, do they violate IHRL? After identifying the main responsibility-related problems,
this part provides for general approaches to counter these problems. The extraterritorial appliance of the mentioned legal instruments and universal (criminal or civil) jurisdiction are some of the proposals. Lastly, could the
concept of corporate (social) responsibility provide for an answer under IHRL?
The accountability for torture is a subsequent issue to address, which is related to litigation for human rights
abuses in the U.S. In light of national and international mechanisms in place that condemn torture, the domestic efforts made by the U.S. courts to ensure redress for the victims of torture and their attempts to hold contractors accountable for their actions, will be defined. The main question is how U.S. jurisprudence can help to
Participants in the PMC industry include a number of well-known corporations such as Blackwater Consulting USA, Dyncorp, Executive Outcomes, CACI,…
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bring PMSCs before court? The individual options for justice in the U.S. will be developed on the basis of how to
sue American private military contractors, who tortured abroad, in the U.S.. In limiting the scope of the answer
to recent civil claims brought before U.S. Courts, one arrives at Al Shimari v CACI before the U.S. Court of
Appeals, which originates from the initial torture abuses that took place in Abu Ghraib prison. Kiobel seemed to
close the door for usage of the ATCA by victims of human rights violations, and yet, the chances of Al Shimari v
CACI in the post-Kiobel era will be investigated. The placement of the U.S. approach in international context
concludes this part.
In closing, propositions will be made to regulate the conduct of PMSCs abroad regarding the crime of torture. This includes assessments of to which extent these approaches can become lex ferenda and which value
they can bring to the debate on the liability of contractors who torture. The focus will lie with the existing soft
law of the Montreux Document and the self-regulating International Code of Conduct for Private Security Service Providers. Each of them could serve as basis for strengthening the prohibition of torture in practice, since
that is what the solution should hold. A new proposal based on a double dualistic approach to improve the prestige and enforcement of the torture prohibition for PMSCs and their personnel when exercising contracted services abroad concludes this section.
It is expected to find firm international prohibiting standards of torturous acts in international legal documents that can build up a human rights responsibility frame with obligations for states, corporations and contractors. In case of the U.S. and its national translation of those standards, there are obvious signs to withdraw
from such a responsibility in both domestic law and jurisprudence. The aim is to proof that the gaps the U.S.
has found in IHRL are hypothetical and the suggestions could turn the tide. The preference goes to a double
dualistic approach to these responsibility gaps, an approach that allows to embed on the international as well as
the national level, against PMSC as well as individual contractors in cases of torture and that is implemented
and enforced by both international and national players. Time will tell what this could mean in the global context of the Private Military Industry.

II.
A.

Non-state actors in international context
Orientation through concept explaining

Relevant to this research regarding torture is the commitment of the crime by Non-State actors (NSA), since
their conduct is not subject to the same degree of scrutiny as that of states. 4 By connecting it with the process
of globalisation and the impact on the development of international law (IL), the practice of NSA can no longer
be excluded from an assessment of that law.5 Thus, it is important to establish the content of concepts that are
used.

1.

Non-State actors

Contrary to before, when NSA remained in the shadows of the IL doctrine, nowadays a number of NSA are a
force to be reckoned with.6 This is partly the reason why the International Human Rights (IHR) regime has to
take the accountability of all major actors and their roles into account when creating a more effective framework than the one currently existing. States seem to accept the legal personality of NSA if and to the extent
that it contributes to the effectiveness of political relations, the functioning of their particular policy or the de-

Lutz Oette and Carla Ferstman, ‘Not only the state: torture by Non-State actors. Towards enhanced protection, accountability and effective remedies; Redress seeking reparation for torture survivors’ in The Redress
Trust [2006] 14.
5
Bas Arts, Math Noortmann and Bob Reinala, Non-State Actors in International Relations (Ashgate Publishing
Lim 2001) 74.
6
Philip Alston, Non-State Actors and Human Rights (Oxford University Press 2005) 5.
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velopment of the global system as a whole.7 From a legal perspective, IL still prefers and presumes a monopolization of force by state actors, leaving no effective way to deal with NSA who commit human rights (HR) abuses, e.g. PMSCs.8
Although much discussed in the literature, the definitions or descriptions of NSA differ widely.9 Since there
exists no general definition with the appropriate international authority in IL,10 a first characteristic is that they
lack an official status under IL. This makes a practical formulation of NSA necessary. Propositions of encompassed actors are civil society organisations, private companies, armed groups, de facto regimes, private security companies,11 multinational corporations, etc. Some of those players clearly belong to the category of NSA
that has been responsible for HR violations, including torture.12 Another definition of NSA includes all actors
“that are not states or representatives of states, yet that operate at the international level and are potentially
relevant to international relations.”13 Both the size- and the multinational-requirement are considered to be
helpful in underlining the link with international politics.14
For purposes of this thesis, the reliance on traditional patterns of international relations and the restrictive
set of requirements are not resulting in a comprehensive ‘description’ of the primer actors. Although this defining-urge is not necessary or helpful,15 yet an attempt will be made to define NSA. JOSSELIN and WALLACE put
forward some elements in their literature, which uphold this comprehensive goal. NSA include all organisations
that: a) Are largely autonomous from central government funding and control; b) Are operating as or participating in networks which extend across the boundaries of two or more states, thus engaging in ‘transnational’
relations; c) Are acting in ways which affect political outcomes, either within one or more states, or within international institutions, either as their primary objective or as one aspect of their activities.16
In noting the relevant characteristics,17 firstly the diversity and the potential to cover a wide range of actors
can be mentioned. Second, the focus lies on those actors who orient their activities in a transnational sphere.
Third, this definition can be multi-interpretable which enriches the debate. The open-ended character or this
definition will allow IL to create a more limiting policy aside, which justifies to bring PMSCs under the heading of
NSA.

2.

Categorisation

As for the function and the distinctive characteristic, Private Military Companies (PMCs) represent the firm
through which cooperation between the military and civilians has taken its course.18 According to some litera-

Arts, Noortmann and Reinala (n 5) 74. Private Military & Security Company (PMSC).
Nathaniel Stinnett, ‘Regulating the Privatization of war: How to stop Private Military Firms from committing
Human Rights Abuses’ (2008) 28 BC Int'l & Comp L Rev 1, 211.
9
Alston (n 6) 14; Bas Arts, ‘Non-State Actors in Global Governance’ (2003-2004)
<http://www.coll.mpg.de/pdf_dat/2003_04online.pdf > accessed on 16.01.2015; Andrew Clapham, Human
Rights obligations of Non-State Actors (Oxford University Press 2006) 35; Hannah Tonkin, State Control over
Private Military and Security Companies in Armed Conflict (Cambridge University Press 2012) 33-34.
10
Oette (n 4) 14.
11
Nils Rosemann, ‘The Privatisation of Human Rights Violations - Business’ impunity or corporate Responsibility? The case of human rights abuses and torture in Iraq’ (2005) Non-State actors and International law 5, 77,
78.
12
Oette (n 4) 14.
13
Alston (n 6); Bas Arts, ‘Non-State Actors in Global Governance’ (2003-2004) 5
<http://www.coll.mpg.de/pdf_dat/2003_04online.pdf > accessed on 16.01.2015; James Cockayne, ‘Taming the
dogs of war: the strategic logic of the professionalization of Private Military and Security Companies’ (30 April
2008) in Conference of the A.E. Havens Centre for the Study of Social Structure and Social Change, The Privatization of Security and Human Rights in The Americas: Perspectives from the Global South (University of Wisconsin-Madison 2008) <http://www.havenscenter.org/privatemilitaryconference2008> accessed on 6.01.2015.
14
Cockayne (n 13) 5.
15
Alston (n 6) 14.
16
ibid 16.
17
ibid 16.
18
Joery Matthys, Private Security Companies and Private Military Companies. A comparative and Economical
Analysis (Maklu 2010) 210.
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ture Private Security Companies (PSCs) are distinct from the Private Military Companies (PMCs).19 A second
important difference is between PMC or PSC and mercenaries. PMSCs do not like being associated with mercenaries since they are surrounded by a sphere of illegality20 but it is nevertheless clear that the historical roots of
such companies do lie there.21 The concepts of mercenaries, PMCs, PSCs, the importance of defining their activities and common characteristics with a concluding definition will respectively be at hand below.

a.

Mercenaries

One can say that PMC are clearly no present-day-mercenaries, proved by the blurring attempts to define a
mercenary as well as a PMSC.22 In a largely accepted, non-legal description of the term, mercenaries refer to a
foreign, independent and profit-motivated fighter. Legally, the use of mercenaries is prohibited by U.N. Resolution23 and addressed in an International Mercenary Convention.24 Those two legal instruments contain a common U.N. definition which describes a mercenary as any person who:


“(a) Is specially recruited locally or abroad in order to fight in an armed conflict;



(b) Is motivated to take part in the hostilities essentially by the desire for private gain
and, in fact, is promised, by or on behalf of a party to the conflict, material compensation
substantially in excess of that promised or paid to combatants of similar rank and functions in the armed forces of that party;



(c) Is neither a national of a party to the conflict nor a resident of territory controlled by a
party to the conflict;



(d) Is not a member of the armed forces of a party to the conflict, and



(e) Has not been sent by a State which is not a party to the conflict or on official duty as a
member of its armed forces.”

The description shows that a flawed focus is put on the motivation of the individual. It identifies mercenaries
not by reference to what they do, but why they do it.25 Moreover, paragraphs (d) and (e) create further loopholes: when a foreign individual is hired by a state, (d) can be avoided by granting the individual citizenship, or
(e) can be circumvented by temporarily enrolling the individual in its national military forces. The combination
of these flaws and loopholes makes excluding individuals who by common sense qualify as mercenary, very
easy. The human rights concerns should be focused on issues of corporate accountability rather than on a list of
specific criteria in IL an individual should fulfil.26 The suggestions to expand the definition of mercenaries are
met with creating new forms of regulation and accountability for PMCs and PSCs.27

b.

Private Military Company

The ‘active’ PMCs or Private Military Firms (PMF) can be defined as actors which are “profit driven organisations that trade in professional services intrinsically linked to warfare”28 and have stepped in to fulfil the demands of the global security market.29

Eg Simon Chesterman and Chia Lehnardt, From mercenaries to market. The rise and regulation of private
military companies (Oxford University Press 2010) 3; Tonkin (n 9) 1.
20
Clapham (n 9) 299.
21
Matthys (n 18) 210.
22
Chesterman and Lehnard (n 19) 39; Benjamin A Neil , ‘Are private Military Firms the answer to the expanding
global crisis?’ (2011) 10 International Business & Economics Research Journal 2, 13, 14.
23
GA Resolution 63/164 (2009) UN Doc A/RES/63/164
<http://www.worldlii.org/int/other/UNGARsn/2008/238.pdf> accessed on 16.01.2015.
24
UN Convention against the recruitment, use, financing and training of Mercenaries (1989), 75. Entered into
force on 20 October 2001 and ratified by 32 states.
25
Tonkin (n 9) 29-30.
26
Clapham (n 9) 300.
27
ibid 301.
28
Neil (n 22) 13; Peter Singer, Corporate Warriors: The Rise of the Privatized Military Industry (Cornell University Press 2008) 101-118; Stinnett (n 8) 211.
29
Stinnett (n 8) 211.
19
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SINGER30 described the companies who can be categorised under PMF as engaging in military operations
where most PSCs traditionally would not operate. He defines PMCs as “corporate bodies that specialise in the
provision of military skills – including tactical combat operations, strategic planning, intelligence gathering and
analysis, operational support, troop training, and technical assistance.”31 Yet, the most open description reads:
“Corporate entities that provide military expertise and other professional services essential to combat and warfare.”32 Following the TIP-OF-THE-SPEAR TYPOLOGY,33 we orient PMCs at the tip of the spear since they offer
services on a battlefield’s frontline.34 These may contain engagement in direct combat as well as command and
control functions designed to change the strategic environment in which they operate.35

c.

Private Security Company

On the other side of the spear, the ‘passive’ Private Security Companies (PSC) are situated. 36 This category
is more controversial since they have elements of both PMF and PMC, but no typical characteristics of their own.
PSCs do not typically engage in direct combat and do not focus on providing logistics, support and supplies,
although some of these services may be included within their broader contract.37 Even though their skills are
tactical in nature, they are not aimed at shifting the strategic landscape in which they operate.38 They are active in technical support, transportation, boarder monitoring and civilian law enforcement.39

d.

Importance of defining activities

The goal of making these distinctions is to clarify the often blurred line between mercenaries, PSCs, and
PMCs. For this reason, defining the intended activity of the corporate entity is crucial in approaching the issue
of regulation. But, one can also argue that this division is problematic as there is no clear definition of the two
concepts and the line between them.40 Obvious is that a company can perform different services under different
contracts. For these reasons and for general convenience, it is preferable to adopt a single term that covers the
whole industry since both actors can commit torture. Further in this thesis will be referred to PMSCs (Private
Military Security Company), as including both PMCs and PSCs, which is in line with the single term usage of
ICRC that contains the entire industry without distinction.41 The UN Special Rapporteur on the use of Mercenaries42 and the 2008 Montreux Document43 also support this terminology.
Most of the PMSCs are registered corporate bodies who deal with a lack of uniform approach.44 In a global
industry, these corporations constitute a service-oriented business that is generally capital-intensive with lim-

Author of “Corporate Warriors: the rise of the privatized Military Industry”, most prominent political scientist, specialised in the PMC industry taking into account all of his academic work; Neil (n 22) 13.
31
Peter Singer, ‘Corporate Warriors: the rise of the privatized Military Industry and its ramifications for international Security’ (2002) 26 International Security 3, 186.
32
J Spear and Fafo Institute for Applied International Studies, ‘Fafo Report 531 – Market forces: political economy of private military companies’ (2006) 531 <http://www.fafo.no/pub/rapp/531/531.pdf> accessed on
16.01.2015.
33
A Stanger and M E Williams , ‘Private military Corporations: benefits and costs of outsourcing Security’
(2006-2007) 2 Yale Journal of International Affairs 1, 4, 6. Created by P. Singer.
34
ibid.
35
Tonkin (n 9) 38. Examples thereof are Executive Outcomes and Blackwater (now Xe).
36
ibid.; Gaston (n 39) 226. According to the Tip-of-the-spear-typology.
37
Matthys (n 18) 211-112.
38
Tonkin (n 9) 38.
39
ibid.; E L Gaston , ‘Mercenarism 2.0? The rise of the modern private security industry and its implications for
international humanitarian law enforcement’ (2008) 49 Harv Int'l L J 1, 221, 226. Company examples of this
category are Dyncorp or MPRI.
40
Tonkin (n 9) 33.
41
Cf www.icrc.org.
42
HRC Report of the Working Group on the use of mercenaries as a means of violating human rights and impeding the exercise of the right of peoples to self-determination (2010) UN Doc A/HRC/15/25
<http://www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/mercenaries/docs/A.HRC.15.25.pdf> accessed on 16.01.2015.
43
Cf Section II.C and VI.
44
Arts, Noortmann and Reinala (n 5) 74.
30
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ited infrastructure.45 The clients of PMSCs go from states, NGOs, international organisations to corporations.46
In connecting the PMSC-concept with the TIP-OF-THE-SPEAR TYPOLOGY, it seems logical to divide the activities performed by PMSCs, instead of the entities themselves.47 Concluding, we can list common characteristics48 that represent elements of a PMSC definition:


PMSCs cover an increasing demand created by globalisation.



PMSCs provide a temporary, contractual established and wide range of services.



PMSCs maintain a highly specialised military and security expertise.



PMSCs offer many economic, military, and political benefits that are not ordinarily found in
existing armies.



PMSCs are hierarchically organised into incorporated and registered business who trade
and compete openly on the international market.



PMSCs can be separated within according to whether or not they change the strategic environment in which they operate.

One can argue that PMSC are obviously to be considered as a category of NSA, affirming the approach to
treat PMSCs as NSA. However an important and not-clear-stated element of the created definitions is the link
between PMSCs activities and the state or the level of official evolvement. Further, it will be argued that this
link is important to regulate the conduct of PMSCs relating to torture since they fulfil foremost state functions.
However, it is crystal-clear that PMSCs are not ‘present-day-mercenaries’.

3.

The concept of torture

Determining which definition of torture applies to the acts of NSA goes to the core of the meaning of torture
when applied to such actors, and plays an important role in framing the legal responses.49 Torture, which differs from cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment in grade of intensity,50 is widely condemned by
general legal standards, at the least by all major international and regional documents that promote and protect HR: the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR), European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, American Convention on Human Rights (ACHR), African Convention on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR), UN Convention
Against Torture (CAT), inter-American Convention to Prevent and Punish Torture (iACPPT), etc. The prohibition
of torture is also implemented in the UN system through the Human Rights Treaty bodies, including the Human
Rights Committee (HRCm), the Committee Against Torture (CmAT) and the Subcommittee on the Prevention of
Torture and other Cruel Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. In addition, the UN Human Rights
Council’s (HRC) special procedures may investigate and report on allegations of torture, with the Special Rapporteur on ‘Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment’ as the most prominent
example. Enforcement is available through regional Human Rights tribunals, as the European Court on Human
Rights (ECtHR), the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (iACtHR) and the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACoHPR). Aside from all the instruments at hand, the definition of torture is still very much contested.51 First the regional legal standards will be discussed, followed by, national attempts in the U.S. to define
the crime of torture. The treaty bodies and jurisdictional institutions are mentioned where they are relevant for
framing the concept of torture. The value of these international and regional prohibitions will be assessed in
Section III.

Tonkin (n 9) 37.
ibid 37-39.
47
Singer (n 31) 91; Tonkin (n 9) 41-53.
48
Chesterman and Lehnard (n 19) 38-39; Singer (n 31) 188-189; Stinnett (n 8) 211; Tonkin (n 9)30-36. As
upheld in this thesis.
49
Oette (n 4) 16. And if NSA even can commit the crime of torture?
50
The exact division between the two concepts is outside the scope of this thesis.
51
Oona Hathaway, Aileen Nowlan and Julia Spiegel, ‘Tortured Reasoning: The Intent to Torture Under International and Domestic Law’ (2012) 52 Va J Int'l L, 791, 794.
45
46
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a.

Relevant regional sources - general

In the search for a definition of the crime of torture, regional jurisprudence by human rights tribunals is
helpful to bring elements in for establishing a concept. The ECtHR holds the opinion that torture, as a specific
terminology, has its own discrete legal implication. According to the ECtHR the drafters of the ECHR intentionally mentioned “torture” and “inhuman or degrading treatment” separate for the reason to make a clear distinction between them.52 Aside from this expression the Court has never tried to define exactly what the term includes,53 although it has identified the elements that characterise a treatment or punishment as torture with
focus on the minimum level of severity54 and unnecessary physical force.55 The iACHR, in interpreting the crime
of torture set forth in art. 5 of the ACHR, is guided by the specific iACPPT. 56 Art. 2 of that iACPPT defines torture
as: “any act intentionally performed whereby physical or mental pain or suffering is inflicted on a person for
purposes of criminal investigation, as a means of intimidation, as personal punishment, as a preventive measure, as a penalty, or for any other purpose” Also understood to include “...the use of methods upon a person
intended to obliterate the personality of the victim or to diminish his physical or mental capacities, even if they
do not cause physical pain or mental anguish.” In comparison with the European57 and Inter-American systems,
Africa does not have a specific convention on torture and its prohibition. The question of torture is examined on
the same level as the other human rights violations. Both the ACtHPR and the ACoHPR support on the abovementioned ACHPR in cases dealing with torture and reaffirm the art. 1 CAT definition.58

b.

Specific documents - international

Aside from the description of torture upheld by the UN GA as “an aggravated and deliberate form of cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment”,59 the Convention against Torture (CAT) provides for the
clearest definition. CAT states in art. 1 that torture means “any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether
physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of
having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination
of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or
acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. (...).”60
This provision on the prohibition of torture is non-derogative since art 2. CAT explicitly states that a situation of war cannot be invoked as a justification of torture.61 The CAT identifies the following three elements
that, if combined, constitute torture: 1) intentional infliction of severe pain or suffering, 2) for a specific purpose, 3) and a clear connection with State authorities. It seems that under the CAT definition, a certain degree
of official involvement is needed for acts,62 which bring severe pain or suffering that is intentionally inflicted for
any of the specified purposes, committed by NSA. If no degree of official involvement exists, should these acts
Eg Dikme v Turkey App no 20869/92 (ECtHR, 11 July 2000).
Hathaway, Nowlan and Spiegel (n 51) 834.
54
Ireland v The United Kingdom App no 5310/71 (ECtHR 18 January 1978); Wainwright v. United Kingdom
App no 12350/04 (ECtHR, 26 September 2006).
55
Selmouni v. France App No 25803/94 (ECtHR, 28 July 1999).
56
Commission on Human Rights, The right to a remedy and reparation for victims of violations of international
human rights and humanitarian law - Note by the High Commissioner for Human Rights (10 November 2003)
UN Doc E/CN.4/2004/57 <http://daccess-ddsny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G03/170/98/PDF/G0317098.pdf?OpenElement> accessed on 16.01.2015, 7.
57
Cf the European Convention for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment of the Council of Europe, 2002.
58
Art 5 ACHPR.
59
GA Resolution 3452 (XXX) Declaration on the protection of all persons from being subjected to torture and
other cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment (9 December 1975) UN Doc A/RES/30/3452
(XXX), art 1.
60
Emphasis added.
61
Art 2.2. CAT; Tonkin (n 9) 146.
62
Hathaway, Nowlan and Spiegel (n 51) 829.
52
53
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by NSA then not be qualified as torture? The urge for defining other actors aside from the state in international
legal discourse, is being fed by the need to build up the assumption that the state is still the central actor.63
Based on this assumption, can all those other entities only be identified in terms of their relationship to the
state? This is partly illustrated by the definition of torture as we take the “acting in an official capacity” into
consideration.
The discussed definitions vary slightly between the different international documents, but they generally
cover any act which causes severe physical and/or mental pain or suffering; are intentionally or deliberately
inflicted; are applied in the pursuit of a certain purpose (confusion, information, intimidation, discrimination…)
and include state responsibility since a public official or other persons acting in an official capacity must be
involved.
Torture within the scope of this thesis is defined as the intentional infliction of severe pain or suffering,
whether physical or mental, upon a person in the custody or under the control of the accused; for such purposes as obtaining information or a confession, punishing him, or intimidating or repress him or for any reason
based on discrimination of any kind. It explicitly includes conduct by a private entity which would constitute
torture if committed by a public official. The question whether anti-torture legislation is applicable to NSA, and
PMSCs in particular, is subject of Section 3.

c.

U.S. national level

Torture is defined in countless instruments and there is no single, consistent definition of the crime.64 The
United States (U.S.) acceded to the CAT, but in its reservations made upon ratification, the U.S. focused on
what the Senate understands as constitutive elements of the crime of torture. In order to be labelled as torture
an act requires a specific intent to “inflict severe physical or mental pain or suffering” where “mental pain or
suffering refers to prolonged mental harm caused by or resulting from”, inter alia, “the intentional infliction or
threatened infliction of severe physical pain or suffering” or “the threat of imminent death” of the victim or a
third party.65 In further limiting the application of this definition, the U.S. mentions that the description of art. 1
CAT is “to apply only to acts directed against persons in the offender's custody or physical control.” Concerning
the level of official involvement, the U.S. understands that the term ‘acquiescence’ requires that “the public
official, prior to the activity constituting torture, have awareness of such activity and thereafter breach his legal
responsibility to intervene to prevent such activity.” The U.S. definition seems to be very narrow66 and since
states cannot make treaties to contract around ius cogens norms,67 the U.S. obligation under the CAT norm
against torture should be unchanged by its reservations, understandings and declarations to the CAT.
There exists significant68 domestic jurisprudence interpreting torture in the context of the Alien Tort Claims
Act (ATCA).69 The U.S. Supreme Court addressed the definition of torture in Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, in which
it found that a single detention for less than one day did not violate a well-defined norm of customary international law against torture, and therefore could not be found to be torture.70 Sosa refers to the UDHR and the
ICCPR, but is silent on the CAT.71 A second U.S. attempt to interpret the prohibition of torture is represented by
the Torture Victim Protection Act (TVPA).72
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Torture under the TVPA is defined as a specific intended crime73 similar to that of the CAT, yet with different
focus: “Any act, directed against an individual in the offender's custody or physical control, by which severe
pain or suffering … whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on that individual for such purposes as
obtaining from that individual or a third person information or a confession, punishing that individual for an act
that individual or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, intimidating or coercing
that individual or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind.”74
As conclusion, the U.S. follows at first sight international standards set forth in the relevant IL documents
for the content of the global condemned crime of torture. These documents are considered by the U.S. as upholding a customary law prohibition of torture, though the U.S. attempts to narrow this definition down were
possible.

A.

The rise of PMSCs

Although not the focus of this thesis, the historical development of the PMSCs and the industry they are active in might be useful to comprehend the existing consensus of a regulatory framework, rather than abolish
these NSA.75 This part also includes an estimation of the U.S. its role in the privatized war-market, and some
reasons will be given for the national emphasis on U.S. Lastly, an attempt is made to frame the context of the
global industry where the PMSCs are active in.

1.

Emergence of PMSCs

There is no need to proof that a ‘mercenary’ bears negative connotation since the end of the ‘90s,76 which
resulted in the restriction of the organized private armies by the international community in the twentieth century.77 Yet, PMSCs instead of mercenaries, are subject of this research since they are different from these soldiers of fortune and can be considered as the embodiment of evolution made by private actors in warfare. 78
Some scholars state that there are four generations of PMSCs which represent the current global phenomenon.79 The first generation was mainly centred on individuals, mercenaries, rather than companies. Their activities fell in a grey zone between legal and illegal.80 The second generation of PMSCs was more skilled and tried
to give more credence to the industry. Since they could be considered as real companies then, the assumption
is that they showed a higher level of professionalism.81 The third generation expanded to even more skilled
employees attracted from the field outside of what we generally consider the military context. 82 The reason for
that is to provide better client-services by attracting those specialists that fit the needs of that client. The
fourth and last generation focuses on the academic level.83 This development is still ongoing since PMSCs are
just now main subject of academic debate and research. It can be said that all four generations are still operative despite the evolution of the industry and its establishment as a respectable player.84 The abovementioned
elements of evolution were accompanied by the excessive boom of the Private Military industry itself.85
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2.

The U.S. in the privatised-war market

The reason for a national emphasis on the U.S. is because of them being the home and hiring state of the
majority of PMSCs in overseas conflict zones.86 The U.S. makes the most extensive use of the privatized military industry, as the U.S. strategy considers PMSCs as an opportunity and not a threat. 87 A reason for this can
be the close link between U.S.-based PMSCs and the U.S. government, where these PMSCs act in line with the
national interest. States generally permit the activities of commercial military entrepreneurs, as long as they
remain aligned with the interests of that state.88 The government in turn provides also market incentives since
it is a significant costumer of the PMSC services and the maintenance of those contracts can even stimulate
U.S. corporations to comply with U.S. foreign policy.89 Concerning the deployment of PMSCs in armed conflicts,
U.S.-based PMSCs constitute the largest share of the global market with a very high percentage of their revenues coming from U.S. government contracts.90

3.

Global phenomenon

There exists no doubt about the enormous impact transnational business enterprises have on the modern
worlds’ global picture of privatisation and outsourcing of security.91 This dynamic military service market constituted in the beginning of a limited number of companies offering a limited number of military specialties, and
expanded to a whole industry that provides a wide range of sophisticated and expert services.92
As PMSCs are essentially following the standard business techniques for market engineering used by other
types of firms, this business also responds to the marketplace demands.93 In sum, well known reasons for the
global growth of the PMSCs industry are:94 the demobilization of former Cold War troops, the availability of
globalised transport, marketing technologies, new techniques to facilitate the global organization, the popularity
of privatization of government services in Western democracies, the lower military budget of the states, new
threats and security demands.95
As the private military industry became more globalised, it had to redesign itself as well. 96 The business opportunities allowed networks of military contractors to be developed into a worldwide corporisation of private
military forces.97 These networks were first represented in corporate form in the Western democracies, allowing
the extension of corporisation to the developing countries and countries in transition to democracy. The results
are corporatized joint ventures between government officials and commercial military and security entrepreneurs throughout Africa, Russia, South-Eastern Europe, Latin-America and Asia.98 The role of PMSCs fulfils now
an important function in the global security market.99
The context of privatisation in general, privatization of the security services and the globalisation, expanded
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the de facto roles played by PMSCs in national and international affairs.100 As the ‘dogs of war’ benefit from
globalization, the lines between economics and warfare were, and never will be, clear-cut.101 In the future,
organised crime will not be located only in the public sphere. This does not necessarily mean that PMSCs will
act in private sphere alone, since they provide one of the most publically and semi-official military service: the
use of force.
This Section was to underline the need to establish a global-oriented framework which acknowledges the
rights and responsibilities of all actors, and protects the principles upon which the International Human Rights
regime is based. If not, this regime will carry no credibility and will proof itself to be irrelevant in relation to
torture cases, let alone HR issues.

B.

Identification of existing regulatory frameworks for PMSC

The previous sections showed the growth of NSA and their status of a force to be reckoned with. This is
partly the reason why the International Human Rights (IHR) regime has to take the accountability of all major
actors and their roles into account when creating a more effective framework.102 If not, this would result in
escaping IHR norms. The following part will describe elements of the existing regulatory framework consisting
of international soft-law, together with self-regulation by the private military industry. Each of the proposed
documents its development, content and added value will be assessed. Yet, first an overall international legislative development created by the Open-ended Working Group on PMSCs will be mentioned. This part will not
elaborate on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), although it certainly serves its purposes. Different international and regional organisations103 sought to create regulatory systems that could be applied to business under
this CSR-heading. But, since the broad concept covers business as such, this approach seems too general and
non-concrete to regulate torturous conduct by PMSCs.

1.

Intergovernmental Open-ended Working Group on PMSCs

On the first of October 2010, the UN Human Rights Council (HRC) adopted a resolution104 by which it established an Open-ended Intergovernmental Working Group (IGWG) to consider the possibility of elaborating an
international regulatory framework on the regulation, monitoring and oversight of the activities of PMSCs. The
HRC entrusted this IGWG with the mandate to “consider (…) inter alia, the option of elaborating a legally binding instrument on the regulation, monitoring and oversight of the activities of private military and security
companies, including their accountability, taking into consideration the principles, main elements and draft text
as proposed by the Working Group on the use of mercenaries as a means of violating human rights (...)”.105
The ‘draft text’ in the mandate refers to the one developed by the Working Group on the use of Mercenaries
within their mandate to “monitor and study the effects of the activities of private companies offering military
assistance, consultancy and security services on the international market on the enjoyment of Human Rights
(…) and to prepare draft international basic principles that encourage respect for human rights on the part of
those companies in their activities”.106 During the past five years, the Working Group on the use of Mercenaries
has been studying emerging issues, manifestations and trends regarding PMSCs, which resulted in this Draft of
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a possible Convention on PMSCs for consideration by the HRC.107 The IGWG discussed the Draft Convention in
their first session.108
The establishment of both working groups is a positive development on the global level; nevertheless, no international legally binding document exists that strictly regulates the conduct of PMSCs. It provides a good
opportunity as platform for dialogue, since all UN Member and Observer States, Intergovernmental organisations and NGOs can and may attend both the Working Group sessions. These working-groups and the Montreux
Document, will both be subject of Section VI its in-depth analyses, since they provide for realistic solutions of
regulation and can be used to the maximum of their capacities.

2.

International soft-law: the Montreux Document

Another recently launched policy initiative at aiming to improve the international regulation of the PMSindustry is the Montreux Document.109 The Montreux Document was produced in 2008 by seventeen states110 as
a result of an initiative launched jointly by the ICRC and Switzerland and contains a set of guidelines of good
practice for states and the industry. It seeks to provide interpretive guidance on the legal obligations of States
related to PMSCs in the absence of a clear applicable treaty or provision.111
In doing so, it makes reference to existing international legal obligations. However, it does not create new
duties and remains a non-binding legal document, which can constitute a very low-cost solution for the states.
The document consists of two parts. Part I sets out the understanding of the existing obligations states, PMSCs
and their personnel have under IL in relation to PMSCs in armed conflict. Part II covers a set of recommendations for ‘good state practices’ related to operations of PMSCs. According to Montreux, regardless of their status, personnel of PMSCs and the PMSC itself must comply with both IHL and IHRL.112
This proposal chooses to regulate the existence of PMSCs in situations of armed conflict, an approach which
has garnered significant governmental approval,113 rather than to prohibit their participation. It is therefore
more likely to achieve governmental acceptance and recognition, especially by countries in which the PMSC
industry already is established.114 As said, proposals for the maximum use of Montreux its capacities, will be
covered in Section VI.

3.

Instruments of self-regulation

a.

Codes of Conduct initiated by corporations

The Codes of Conduct (CoC) cover a variety of initiatives, coming from ‘ethical codes’, ‘private regulation’,
to ‘private codes of conduct’ or ‘voluntary principles’.115 All of them represent the idea that PMSCs willingly
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submit themselves to regulation that is not (only) imposed by a public body outside the industry.
Much is written about the voluntary approach’s assets, and one can argue that it is better than nothing. Although these voluntary codes of conduct, from time to time identified under CSR,116 could not be powerful
enough to regulate the whole PMSC industry on its own. These agreements should represent the bare minimum
on which the actors agree upon, the lowest common-denominator as to say.117
It is questionable if this ‘bare minimum’ is sufficient enough to regulate the outsourcing of the use of force.
Additionally, the unavoidable danger exists that voluntary codes of conduct have little impact on the actual
behaviour of PMSCs. Moreover, a multiplication of voluntary rules can create fragmented regulation of the same
industry, what, in its turn, damages the PMS industry its predictability and equal competition.

b.

International Code of Conduct for Private Military Service Providers

After creating soft-law instruments, PMSCs themselves began to complete a parallel International Code of
Conduct for Private Security Service Providers (ICoC) that would shed some light on the appropriate behaviour
of PMSCs. Several multi-stakeholder meetings were held and this resulted in the signing of the ICoC in 2010.118
Similar to the Montreux Document, the ICoC is two-folded, reminding the companies on the one hand of
their obligations under IHRL, and indicating best practices on the other hand. Since the ICoC is more directed
at companies rather than states,119 one can argue this to be a significant accomplishment in the slow and difficult process of creating an international regulatory framework. The provisions seem to be more encouraging to
adopt minimum standards of behaviour in relation to a range of human rights issues, which the ICoC upholds a
high standards for. The consequences for those companies who fail to adopt the code or to uphold the standards will be found in the ICoC.120 Thus, PMSCs are often initiating regulation since they benefit from the resulting good business and drive ‘bad companies’ out of the industry.
As conclusion, stating that soft-law instruments, the voluntary approach and self-regulation, failed to fit the
expected shoe, is oversimplifying the problem. Indeed they have a questionable legal value, are non-binding,
and create problems of enforceability. Though, the shoe might be too big in the first place. In other words,
attempts to regulate private actors who use force resulted in inadequate regulatory instruments. In turn, this
string of inadequate regulation has encouraged the perception that the problem is too difficult to regulate and
resulted in various types of voluntary regulations. An important step, yet insufficient. Section VI uncovers proposals for combining the existing approaches that would fit the shoe.

C.

Conclusion

The PMSCs are considered to be a category within NSA. Reasons for that include the shared autonomously
from governments funding and control, their action network across state boundaries which results in transnational relations and them being initiators of political outcomes within states or within international institutions.
The U.S. legislation confines perpetrators of torture to state actors, while this thesis argues that NSA can commit torture.
The PMSCs do not represent ‘present-day-mercenaries,’ but do incorporate PMCs and PSCs. Although both
can be differentiated from each other, the focus lies with their provided activities and their common characteristics. To sum up, PMSCs cover an increasing demand created by globalisation, they provide a temporary and
wide range of services, they maintain a highly specialised military and security expertise, they are organised
into incorporated business and they can be internally separated according to whether or not they change the
strategic environment in which they operate.
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In defining the crime of torture, definitions vary slightly between the different international documents, but
they generally cover any act which causes severe physical and/or mental pain or suffering; is intentionally or
deliberately inflicted; is applied in the pursuit of a certain purpose and included state responsibility. The U.S.
seems at first sight to follow international standards set forth in IL documents, though they attempt to narrow
the definition of torture down were possible.
The rise of PMSCs taken together with the global privatisation of war, resulted in a market that needs a
global-oriented framework that acknowledges the rights and responsibilities of all the actors, and protects the
principles upon which the IHR regime is based. This international regulatory framework is currently formed by
the Intergovernmental Working Group who considers the possibility of an international binding Convention on
PMSCs. Additionally, international soft-law initiatives occurred, embodied by the Montreux Document. The existing general Codes of Conduct, representing the voluntary initiatives, fragmentise the regulation of the PMSCindustry. Yet, this fragmentation could be avoided by the International Code of Conduct for Private Security
Service Providers (ICoC). Thus, a non-fulfilling framework currently stands, which will be subject of Section VI
that assesses the opportunities and contains some proposals for combining the existing approaches to maximise their capacity, especially focused on torture by PMSCs.

III.

Applicable legal means

Now the actors are identified, it is necessary to question the legal means through which PMSCs are bound
by International Human Rights Law (IHRL) in condemning torturous conduct. What (direct) obligations under
IHRL rest on PMSCs and their contractors? It will be researched by analysing the different overall legal propositions incorporating the prohibition of torture, and by assessing their scope, application and value. This doing
so, by connecting international legislation prohibiting torture with the domestic U.S. legislation. The expectation is to find a clear nexus between both. Although not the main focus, this critical legal analysis requires
relying on case law of HR bodies and national U.S. case law where necessary. Only short attention will be given
to criminal law, since the domestic civil claims are the most problematic in the U.S.. Additional, international
criminal law will not make up for a separate section.

A.

International legislation

4.

General legal instruments

On global level can torture be considered as an issue of IL, as the crime of torture is prohibited in several
provisions, both international and regional.121 These general international and regional legal instruments with
respective provisions will be provided and assessed in an overview. This overview is followed-up by an analyses
of the value of specific legislation focusing on the crime of torture by several international (treaty)bodies as the
Human Rights Committee (HRCm) that monitors the implementation of the ICCPR. Additional, there is the Convention Against Torture (CAT) and the jurisprudence of its aligning Committee Against Torture (CmAT). In each
legal instrument, elements relating to PMSCs will be searched for.

a.

International sources - general

Art. 5 UDHR upholds an explicit general prohibition to torture and states that “No one shall be subjected to
torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.” This provision is literally adopted by the
ICCPR in its art. 7. An identical, prefabricated prohibition is used on global level, which represents the highest
standard actors in IL are comfortable with and have agreed upon.
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The Human Rights Committee (HRCm) repeatedly criticised the United States on its prohibition of torture.122
The HRCm expressed its concern about the lack of comprehensive legislation criminalising all forms of torture
and the inability of torture victims to claim compensation123 due to the existence of broad doctrines of legal
privilege and immunity in the U.S..124 The recommendations of the HRCm include prohibiting acts committed by
‘public officials or other persons acting on behalf of the State, or even by private persons’.125 Ideally, one can
interpret this wording as covering NSA, or PMSCs at the least.

b.

Regional sources – general

Regionally, the ECHR provides a general prohibition of the crime of torture. Art. 3 repeats the international
standards by stating it in absolute terms, therefore are (domestic legal) limitations not allowed.126 Concerning
the America’s, the ACHR covers in its art. 5 i.a. the physical integrity and human dignity of persons combined
with a general explicit prohibition to prevent any infringements of those concepts by torture. Art. 5 ACHR:
“1.Every person has the right to have his physical, mental, and moral integrity respected. 2. No one shall be
subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading punishment or treatment. All persons deprived of their
liberty shall be treated with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person.” On the African continent127
the ACHPR applies, more specifically for the crime of torture is art. 5. It states: “Every individual shall have the
right to the respect of the dignity inherent in a human being and to the recognition of his legal status. All forms
of exploitation and degradation of man particularly slavery, slave trade, torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading
punishment and treatment shall be prohibited.” In sum, the regional instruments display their more specific
approach in prohibiting torture and put the relation between torture and the infringement of human dignity or
physical integrity forward.128 The core purpose of the articles attempts to protect those two last concepts.

c.

Direct and horizontal human rights obligations for PMSCs?

As established in Section II, and by adopting an action-focused definition of the crime, NSA can commit torture. Subsequently, as a matter of IHRL, does there rest a legal obligation on NSA not to commit torture? The
collection of international standards, although applicable to states, can in parallel be applied to NSA in search of
direct and horizontal prohibitions on torture by NSA. This is especially the case when the Private Military Industry itself129 declared its commitment by creating regulatory initiatives to comply with the international standards.
Obligations on PMSCs – The relevant question is whether or not NSA are more than indirect beneficiaries of
HR norms which are directly addressed to states? Consequently, the debate can go both ways. But, do those
numerous voluntary Codes of Conduct of PMSCs create enough direct obligations to conclude that NSA could be
the direct addressees of HR standards?130 Additional, does the fact that PMSCs benefit from the IHR system
correlate with the application of direct HR obligations or private duties?131
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One can easily argue that it is not possible under current IHRL to hold private actors as private military contractors or their companies directly accountable for HR violations.132 The reason for this is that NSA133 are no
party to international HR treaties. Moreover, it is the general rule134 that HR treaties only contain obligations for
states, and not individuals. Initially, these obligations are only meant to work on a vertical basis. The direct
horizontal application of HR has not yet been accepted.135 Additional to this, NSA are not subject of HR protection systems created by various universal and regional HR conventions.136
Moreover, regarding treaties and U.S. PMSCs, the additional problem of CAT its self-executing character rises, what the U.S. upholds to be non-existent.137 Thus, the IHRL system offers prima facie no direct protection
against, nor accountability of PMSCs as NSA. This lacuna is created because IHRL mainly addresses the relationship between states and individuals and bases itself upon state responsibility.138 It upholds clearly the principle that states are still the main subjects in IL. NSA, in contrast, do not acquire responsibility as an entity in
context of general IL.
Yet, on the other hand, NSA should and could indeed be bound by IHRL.139 It has been argued that several
HR instruments emphasise the duty and responsibility of individuals and groups to protect HR.140 As example
the Preambule of the UDHR and the ICCPR can be given, but this has not given rise to the creation of concrete
obligations. In addition, several states see the possible application of IHRL to NSA as “diluting the focus from
the distinct nature of HR violations as acts involving state officials and engaging state responsibility,”141 torture
as being a prime example.
The reasoning in favour of a human rights compliance could be a ‘contemporary’ reading of the relevant HR
instruments, which shows that NSA are also addressees of HR norms.142 This in addition to a possible legally
binding future for Codes of Conduct can make up the basis for concluding that PMSCs, as NSA, have gained to
some extend international legal personality. When following this reasoning, PMSCs with their quasi-legal personality, can be subject to direct international HR norms.
These mentioned arguments underline that there exists a vivid and actual debate on whether or not direct
obligations rest on PMSCs to comply with HR standards. Though, it clearly did not result in a full-closing legal
responsibility yet. It was the aim to emphasize the important role direct HR duties can have, rather than criticise the current debates. Thus, for purpose of this thesis, assumption will be made that PMSCs are not direct
addressees of HR standards and do not carry a full international legal personality.

5.

Specific legal instruments

First, case law of the CmAT on basis of CAT will be analysed in relation to the United States, the crime of
torture and the possible influence of the cases where American PMSCs were involved in.143 Second, an assessment of the CAT prohibition of torture and whether or not it ascertains ius cogens or Customary International
Law (CIL), is included. This section ends with a short word on the international criminal responsibility which the
crime of torture can bring upon the perpetrator.
Antenor de Wolf, ‘Modern Condottieri in Iraq: Privatising war from the Perspective of International and Human Rights Law’ (2006) 13 Ind J Global Legal Stud 2, 315, 325; Oette and Ferstman (n 4) 61; Reinisch (n 130)
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a.

CmAT case law on the basis of CAT

Concerning the specific legislation, the CAT forms the most prominent legal source. It places a direct and
active obligation on State Parties to take “effective legislative; administrative, judicial or other measures to
prevent the acts of torture” within their respective territories and to incorporate the crime of torture as defined
in the CAT144 into their national criminal systems.145 The United States adopted, in relation to the art. 5 CAT
obligation, implementing legislation concerning jurisdiction over extraterritorial acts of torture by U.S. citizens.146
The non-derogability position the U.S. upholds on the prohibition of torture, is commented upon.147 The
CmAt expressed its concern about the absence of a clear legal provision in the U.S. ensuring that derogation
from the torture prohibition does not occur under any circumstances. Thus, an effective translation of the absolute prohibition on torture in the U.S. domestic law, without any possible derogation, is needed.
The CmAT noticed the incapacity of the U.S. to govern a situation like Abu Ghraib in either Iraq or Afghanistan, although the CmAT not explicitly referred to a ‘Private Military & Security Company’. 148 It was diplomatic
enough to only express its concern about torture by ‘certain members of the State party’s military or civilian
personnel’.149 With reason, the CmAT also mentioned the insufficient sentences as result of the little amount of
investigations and prosecutions.150
The subject of PMSCs got touched upon by the CmAT, when it highlighted torture by U.S. PMSCs, and subsequently pressured the U.S. to take and describe steps how it will ensure prompt and effective investigation
into any allegation of torture by PMSCs and prosecute the alleged perpetrators.151
In relation to redress and compensation152 the CmAT is of the opinion that the treaty obligation of art. 14
CAT is not met by the current U.S. system. On the basis of that article, every victim of torture within the U.S.
has the legal right to redress and an enforceable legal right to fair and adequate compensation from the alleged
offender. The Committee mentions hereby the difficulties victims have to face and the limited number that
eventually succeeded to file a claim, especially under the Alien Tort Claims Act.153 Full redress, compensation
providing and rehabilitating mechanisms should indeed be in place.154
Reply by the U.S. - The U.S. in turn brought its Report155 before the CmAT, prepared by the U.S. Department of State (DoS), with main assistance from the U.S. Department of Justice (DoJ) and the U.S. Department
of Defence (DoD). The report makes mention of the national criminal law context in the U.S. It proclaims that
all acts of torture are offences under criminal law in the United States,156 but underlines that the precise man-
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ner in which State Parties to CAT fulfil this accomplishment, constitutes a matter of domestic law. According to
the U.S., that the CAT does not hold a requirement to satisfy its obligations through criminal laws at the federal
level only. Concluding, the U.S. reaffirms its finding that every act of torture within the meaning of CAT is criminalised under federal and/or state law.157 The latter observation brings in differentiation in the approach towards torture. Concerning the CmAT its comments on the inadequate possibilities for victims to obtain redress
and compensation, the U.S. states that its legislation provides some avenues for seeking redress in cases of
torture. A detailed list of available criminal and civil actions was cited,158 which mentions possible national legislation to rely on when bringing a PMSC before the U.S. court. 159

b.

Qualification of the prohibition of torture as ius cogens

Ius cogens is the classification of a peremptory norm in IL from which no derogation by the international
community of states is allowed.160 The provision prohibiting torture is generally accepted to be such an ius
cogens norm.161 CIL derives from what is been considered as custom, as it is the product of a general and consistent practice of states on the one hand, and opinion juris (the requirement that states conform to this custom out of a sense of legal obligation) on the other hand.162
A partial reason for the assumption of the ius cogens value is a list163 of outstanding characteristics the CAT
shows. Firstly, it condemns torture regardless of the circumstances.164 Secondly, the principle of compulsory
universal application is upheld in CAT, by making torture an extraditable offence within any State Party.165
Thirdly, the CAT excludes the ‘Superior Orders’-plea by stating that orders of a superior officer or public authority cannot be raised as a defence by a person charged with torture.166 And lastly does CAT obligate states to
increase the public awareness concerning the prohibition of torture.167 Thus, since the torture prohibition levels
up to ius cogens, it should also be considered as CIL as all ius cogens norms are in se provisions of CIL.168
In the recent case of Belgium v. Senegal,169 the International Court of Justice (ICJ) even examined and
clarified the nature of State obligations in the context of the CAT. When violations of CIL norms, as the IHR
norm of the prohibition of torture is considered to be, occurred State Parties to the CAT have the obligation to
ensure “...that acts of torture are prevented and that, if they occur, their authors do not enjoy impunity...”170
One can argue that this judgement establishes the prohibition of torture as CIL and ensures the obligation of
the state to prevent and address the impunity PMSCs or individual contractors enjoy when committing acts of
torture abroad. Since the U.S. has ratified the CAT, it is clear that under IL the U.S. not only has the authority
but also the obligation to provide for a forum in order that these international standards are justified.
The CmAT seems to affirm the ICJ statement, when it observed the U.S. Federal Court jurisprudence on this
topic, and came to the finding that the right to be free from torture is an accepted norm of CIL. 171 Generally,
U.S. courts refer to the CAT for guidance in determining whether there exists a CIL norm which prohibits torture. The international legal scholars agree that there is at least an international custom against torture.172 The
CAT played thus a significant role in the U.S. courts their development of IHRL.
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159
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In this context, one can ask if it would be too far to link the possibility of direct HR obligations to the ius cogens value of the prohibition against torture. If the violated human right can appropriately create an obligation
on the PMSC concerned, is it not right that this PMSC can be held accountable for its crime? In this sense, the
right can be justified independent of any link to the state or public function.173
International Criminal Court - Concerning international criminal responsibility of PMSCs and their employees who committed torture abroad, the U.S. is up till today no party to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.174 A fact that is regrettable and repeatedly asked to reconsider by some specific international monitoring bodies, as CmAT.175 U.S. in its turn, made clear that it is not considering becoming party to
the Rome Statute.176

B.

National legislation

After establishing the international legal framework where the U.S. has to comply with and problem areas
are identified, the national legislation of the U.S. is at hand. Justification for this focus is represented by firstly,
following the state of origin-doctrine177 in the scenario of a U.S. PMSC contractor torturing abroad and, secondly, when we take the U.S. as home and hiring state of several PMSCs into account. In mentioning the national
legal basis an individual can rely on to prosecute PMSCs and their contractor, this section is divided into Military
Statutes, Civil Acts and domestic Criminal Law of the United States. Only the Uniform Code of Military Justice
(UCMJ) and the Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act (MEJA) will make up for the Military Justice System. The
civil claims will be researched under the Alien Tort Claims Act (ATCA) and the Torture Victim Protection Act
(TVPA). This section ends with the criminal dimension to the U.S. legal context. First, the U.S. Constitution is
shortly addressed.

6.

Eighth Amendment U.S. Constitution

The Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides the strongest and clearest178 national protection against torture since it explicitly prohibits “cruel and unusual punishments,” what torture at the least
constitutes to. The application of this prohibition is almost waterproof because it is directly applicable to actions
of the Federal Government, the states and localities.179 Nevertheless, technical legal limitations exist, since the
Eighth Amendment protections only apply to ‘punishments’, which means the treatment of individuals that have
been convicted and are therefore in custody of the Government.180

7.

Military Justice System

a.

Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act

Since 2000 can the Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act (MEJA) 181 be found in Title 18 of the U.S. Constitutional Code concerning criminal offences committed by certain members of the Armed Forces and by persons
employed by or accompanying the Armed Forces outside the U.S.182 The MEJA is applicable to American military
contractors living abroad. The Act its 2004 Amendment considered the, aside from civilian employees, the in-
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clusion of other civilian contractors or federal employees who support the armed forces overseas.183 Unfortunately, the effective scope and influence of MEJA can be questioned. Firstly, its scope is limited to felony offences. Meaning, the conduct happening outside the U.S. has to constitute an act punishable by imprisonment
for more than one year, and must be within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States, while the offender
was subject to the UCMJ accompanying the Armed Forces outside the U.S.184 Secondly, the effect of MEJA is
debated since it has proven to be almost mythical in application to the private military contractor- industry. The
reason for this, some find in the fact that the MEJA was never designed to apply to military or security missions
or even in context of conflict zones.185 Moreover, circumvention by PMSCs occurs by contracting with other
departments than the DoD.186

b.

Uniform Code of Military Justice

The Uniform Code of Military Justice187 (UCMJ) makes up for the authority of military law in the United
States. Relevant is the 2007 small but significant amendment Congress made to the 1950 original. The 2007
Defence Bill places civilian contractors accompanying the Armed Forces in the field under the UCMJ by defining
the UCMJ to include civilians, not just in times of war but also in contingency operations.188 The value of this
changement can be debated.
On the one hand, it can be seen as the single biggest legal development for the private military industry
since it holds potential for some legal status and accountability of a business that has expanded past the laws.
Additional to this, one can say that the debate has changed from denial of the private military industry its role
to acceptance.189 Yet, on the other hand, a less positive view would downplay the added value of the interpretation and implementation of the new UCMJ in practice. Subsequently, to who would be the amended UCMJ be
applicable? Only to contractors directly hired by the Department of Defence (DoD), or also to contractors of
other agencies working in the same (war)zones, or should even third party nationals fall within the scope of
UCMJ? The latter demonstrates the broadest view, and is supported by the importance to define whether or not
these contractors are operating in an area that is part of an overall U.S. military mission. 190 Thus, the link
should be ‘working for an U.S. military mission’. In anyway, with the expansion of the UCMJ, a military officer
or the DoD can now legally speaking have authority over contractors.
Relating to the crime of torture, the UCMJ does not explicitly mention a prohibition on this, although it does
punish “cruelty and maltreatment”191 by every person subject to Chapter 47. This can cover torture since not all
the Eighth Amendment cruel and unusual punishments level up to torture, but every torture crime can be qualified as a cruel and unusual act.192 A reasoning that the U.S. Supreme Court also upholds in determining whether a particular punishment is ‘cruel and unusual’.193
The UCMJ and the MEJA provide thus in context of national military justice for a confusing framework. Can
there still be spoken of lacuna in the U.S. legal order? Indeed, the UCMJ, whose legal strength was originally to
be improved with the creation of MEJA in the first place, underwent the amendment of being applicable to U.S.
military and to civilians accompanying the forces overseas. As said, MEJA was intended to fill the gap the UCMJ
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had left open. Still, it ignored civilians serving in the U.S. military operations outside the U.S. itself by only
mentioning those who work directly for the U.S. DoD on their military facilities. The contractors working for
another U.S. agency, like the Central Intelligence Agency or the DoJ can, but might not, fall under the UCMJ. It
is still a fact that the crimes in Abu Ghraib resulted only in minor sentences after a selective prosecution, although CmAT expressively reminded the U.S. of art. 12 CAT, that obligates to investigate promptly and impartially.194 The international opinion, as from HRCm, prefers dealing with detainees who are held in military facilities within the ordinary criminal justice system of the U.S., rather than through military commissions and its
military justice system.195 This is why the civil and criminal national legislation is analysed below.

8.

Civil claims

The civil HR claims against companies can be based upon several U.S. jurisdictional statutes. Because of the
topic, only the Alien Tort Claims Act and the Torture Victims Protection Act will be mentioned. With the first
application of the Alien Tort Claims Act196 in cases of human rights violations occurring outside the United
States and the subsequent revival of the ATCA, comes the understanding of the context the TVPA was conducted in. Both of these acts are currently used in the U.S. courts against multinationals accused of participating in
HR violations outside the U.S.197 No extensive case-law analyses in connection with PMSCs is given here, reference for this goes to Section V.

a.

Under the Alien Tort Claims Act

The ATCA, originally enacted as part of the 1789 Judiciary Act, provides essentially 198 that the federal courts
“shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action by an alien or a tort only, committed in violation of the law of
nations or a treaty of the United States.”199
As result of this provision, federal district courts are granted jurisdiction in civil actions by aliens for violations of the ‘law of nations,’ what includes torture. The origins of this statute remain unclear,200 which led to the
2004 U.S. Supreme Court assumption from its history that “Congress intended the ATCA to furnish jurisdiction
for a relatively modest set of actions alleging violations of the law of nations”.201 Further to be understood as
“including … a body of judge-made law regulating the conduct of individuals situated outside domestic boundaries”.202 This consequently carries out an international flavour. Whatever the reason,203 the effects of the Act
today remain very real, as corporations find themselves in the role of defendants facing lawsuits.
One of the criteria that must be fulfilled if a torture-case is to be successfully litigated under the ATCA, is
proof that the harm plaintiffs suffered was committed in violation of the ‘law of nations’ or ‘a treaty of the United States.’ If there is not a treaty available, or the CAT specifically would not suffice, the benchmark on the
jurisdictional issue is whether the alleged conduct violates the law of nations.204 An international tort claim must
satisfy the following guidelines:205


There is a recognisable ‘universal’ consensus of prohibition against the act. In casu: torture is a
globally legal convicted crime according to universal consensus.



There are sufficient criteria to determine whether a given action amounts to the prohibited act and
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thus violates the norm. In casu: to constitute torture, the CAT poses several requiring conditions.206


The prohibition against it is steadfast and therefore binding at all times upon all actors. In casu:
torture is to be considered as ius cogens.

U.S. Courts have been gradually refining the list of possible violations of the ‘law of nations’, resulting in the
statement that the law of nations constitutes to CIL.207
Additionally, ius cogens norms are the strongest norms recognised within the law of nations.208 The Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties defines ius cogens norms as “peremptory norm(s) of general international
states.”209 Examples of that include torture according to the U.S. jurisprudence.210 In Filártiga211 the 2nd Circuit
Court restated that torture had been recognised as a violation of the law of nations and was therefore actionable under the ATCA.212 Forti stated that torture constitutes a cognisable violation of the law of nations under the
ATCA.213 In re Estate made mention that it is appropriate to rely on international law to give torture victims the
right to enforce causes of action under the ATCA that occurred outside the U.S.214 Thus, the prohibition of torture being ius cogens, makes that violations thereof are litigable violations of ‘the law of nations’ under the
ATCA.

b.

Under the Torture Victim Protection Act

The Torture Victim Protection Act (TVPA) of 1991 is created to carry out obligations of the United States under its international agreements related to the protection of human rights.215 This doing so by specifically
providing an action for damages to victims who suffered torture at the hands of any person acting under actual
or apparent authority or colour of law of any foreign nation.216
The interconnection between the TVPA and the ATCA starts with the reason why Congress enacted the
TVPA. The aim of the law was codifying the holding of Filártiga by introducing it into the TVPA since it is useless
for victims of torture to prohibit an act without providing a method of remedy. 217 Additionally, some parallels of
prohibition can also be drawn between the use of the ATCA in Filártiga and the clear language of the TVPA. By
providing an unambiguous statutory remedy, the assuming goal was to make it easier for victims of torture to
achieve civil redress.218
Prima facie this seems a very useful legal ground to rely on when victims of torture abroad bring a private
military contractor by civil action before a U.S. court since the right to claim damages is not limited to nationals. It encloses any individual who is tortured by officials of a foreign nation. The TVPA is even several times
identified by the U.S. itself as a clear avenue in search of redress.219 Moreover, its wording allows a parallel
reasoning for PMSCs and their employees. The TVPA creates a cause220 of action against “any individual who,
under actual or apparent authority ... of any foreign nation”; meaning that private military contractors hired by
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the U.S. to provide for government functions and the use of force, or even non-U.S. contractors could fall within
the scope of this phrase. Nevertheless, one has to keep in mind the overall limitation of U.S. legislation that
limits perpetrators of torture to state actors,221 additional to how the TVPA can create liability for corporations.222

9.

Domestic criminal law

The Torture Convention Implementation Act (TCIA) constitutes the domestic criminal context in the U.S. regarding torture. The TCIA is part of Title 18 of the United States Code, which is the criminal and penal code of
the federal government. The perpetrator of a torture crime outside the United States awaits the possibility of a
fine or imprisonment not more than 20 years, or both. If the result of his actions is the death of the victim, this
punishment can be death or long life imprisonment.223
As said, ratified the U.S. the CAT in 1990 and enacted subsequently the domestic instrument of ratification
by the TCIA.224 This clearly illustrates the intention to bring U.S. criminal code into conformity with the CAT.225
There are two elements to comment upon here. First, the fact that the United States of America is a federal
republic consisting of 50 states and a federal district. Since criminal law in the U.S. can be enacted by both the
federal government and the States, no fully identical criminal code exists for the entire country and all 50
states have their own penal codes (statutes). On this result the CmAT observed that, even with differences in
naming and defining from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, it is clear that acts constituting torture falling within the
CAT should be criminally prosecutable in every jurisdiction within the U.S. 226 This, due to art. 3 CAT obligations
of setting torture as a criminal offence in domestic criminal law. Yet, noteworthy is that no federal statute specifically prohibits torture, or directly implements the core provisions of the CAT, something that also is remarked upon by the CmAT.227

C.

Conclusion

As expected, a clear link between international legislation and domestic U.S. legislation prohibiting acts of
torture was found. However, the re-statement of the absolute prohibition of torture differs from level to level
and from instrument to instrument.
The legal framework, whether general or specific; international or regional; provides for a strong and rigid
prohibition. However, up to this point, it is not accepted that NSA as PMSCs would carry direct horizontal HR
obligations themselves. Subsequently, an assessment of the value of the torture prohibition was made in order
to contribute an alternative. In general, the ICJ, the doctrine and U.S. courts widely agree on the minimal value
of an international custom against torture, although only the ICJ goes that far in stating this regardless of who
‘the author’ of torturous conduct might be. Yet, the prohibition of torture, based on CAT and its CmAT, bears
even ius cogens value. A possible avenue was thus created for torture victims to underpin their claims before
court against PMSCs, since the U.S. clearly has to provide for a forum in order to uphold this international
standard.
Several civil and criminal national Acts are relevant for victims of torture. Yet, all of them have limitations
concerning their scope. While the MEJA its significant influence or its appliance in the context of the private
military contractor-industry is questioned, the expanded UCMJ has the potential to provide for a closure of the
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accountability gaps relating to an overall U.S. military mission. International preference goes to the ordinary
criminal justice system, rather than the patched-up U.S. Military Justice System. Under the ATCA, violations of
the ius cogens norm against torture constitute a violation of ‘the law of nations’, making it actionable before
court. Shown by both the ATCA and TVPA, civil laws are present that provide for possible avenues to state
claims by victims of torture occurring outside the U.S.
Regarding the domestic criminal context, represented by TCIA, a prohibition on torture was found, yet not
explicitly in any federal statute and not uniformly presented since no identical criminal code exists. The remaining question is which claims (civil or criminal) are the most successful in bringing PMSCs and their employees
before court. Although there could be a narrow way to accountability of PMSCs and their employees for torturous conduct, the general lack of full, clear-cut and solid accountability makes one wonder about the consequent responsibility these actors also might be avoiding. Section IV will discuss the presence of gaps in the
responsibility PMSCs and their contractors carry.

IV.

Gaps in the U.S. responsibility picture: impunity of PMSC and

their contractors for torture
The above developed legal frameworks make room for questioning the responsibility: who bears responsibility for the crime of torture committed by PMS contractors abroad and to what extent? This Section will identify
obstacles embodied by different interpretations on extra-territoriality of HR conventions and the U.S. doctrine of
immunities that torture victims are confronted with, when tracing back the responsibility. These obstacles result
in domestic impunity the contractor and his PMSC enjoy before the U.S. courts. Intertwined in this part, some
alternative approaches are provided that could be applied in the outlined scenario.

A.

Identifying the gaps in PMSCs their responsibility

In order to provide meaningful and relevant approaches that could counter the lack of responsibility, one
has to identify the problem first. As illustrated in previous Sections, is the United States bound by international
agreements and the ius cogens prohibition of torture. The U.S. has the obligation to prohibit and prevent torture, and to provide for necessary means that ensure the protection of and redress for victims of the crime of
torture (in essence: to respect, protect and fulfil). Thus, a legitimate question is whether the U.S. violates IHRL
when outsourcing responsibility for torture to PMSCs, who themselves enjoy impunity for the crime of torture?228 This question resulted from two kinds of responsibility gaps which gave way for approaches to these
shortcomings, also twofold.
The first deficit relating to responsibility covers the outsourcing to PMSCs. In general, if a state makes use
of outsourcing, those actions accordingly lose their link with the state. Thus, actions by the hired PMSCs are in
theory not attributable to the home/hiring state, which leaves the victims of their wrongful conduct behind. In
the hypothesis of this thesis both the home- and hiring state are the U.S. Although little attention will be given
to determining state responsibility, the specific link between governmental functions and PMSCs is addressed.
In further creating state and corporate responsibility, awarding a quasi-official status to the outsourced PMSCs
can be mentioned as countering approach. Then, the actions and conduct of PMSCs could be directly attributable to the hiring state, this resulting in violation by the U.S. of its obligation to respect, protect and fulfil HR
under the ICCPR and the CAT. Additionally, the extra-territorial enforceability of the international legal conventions the U.S. is a State Party to, is at stake. The jurisprudence of respectively the HRCm and the CmAT will
proof that the U.S. leaves a gap behind with its opposition on extra-territorial enforcement of the prohibition of
torture. The establishment of extraterritorial jurisdiction could be an approach to counter this lack of responsibility. Some proof will be found that the international as well as the domestic legal instruments are present
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which provide for a strong web of extraterritorial jurisprudential accountability for the crime of torture.
A second option contains the domestic obstacles for a territorial state (e.g. Iraq) to enforce the ius cogens
prohibition of torture and fulfil their own obligations under IHRL,229 because the home/hiring state awards specific legal immunities to the outsourced PMSCs in the territorial state. This proofs the bad faith of U.S. since it
has the national legislation in place which incriminates the crime of torture and includes either civil or criminal
responsibility,230 and which can be extended to domestic NSA operating abroad. Additionally, the U.S. chooses
to obstacle the development of a tort theory, which recognises that HR obligations, wherever committed, might
trigger legal responsibility. The U.S. questions the appropriateness of the extraterritorial litigation and grants a
special status to corporations regarding their liability for HR violations. To counter these specific acts of bad
faith by the U.S., an abolishment of the domestically created legal immunities could follow, or some kind of
corporate responsibility under IHRL could be created. The latter is meant to cover the responsibility to respect
HR, not the imposition of direct obligations under IHRL.231
The described reasoning allows the research of respectively the practice of opposition the U.S. upholds to
extraterritorial applicability of HR treaties relating to torture (ICCPR and CAT) and the policy of immunities in
the U.S. for PMSCs. These two aspects leave gaps behind that can be overhauled. The subjects of research are
the establishment of an extraterritorial jurisdiction, and the concept of corporate (social) responsibility. This
reasoning leaves out the individual criminal responsibility of the private military contractor who committed acts
of torture,232 international criminal law and state responsibility to certain extent.

B.

Extraterritoriality as understood by the U.S.

10.

Extraterritorial application of relevant HR conventions

Extraterritoriality can generally be considered two-ways: as creating responsibility of states for the activities
of their state agents operating outside the national borders and as creating responsibility of states to protect
HR beyond their national territory.233 This Section views extraterritoriality in the latter meaning since PMSCs are
not considered as state agents, with exception of part C.3. of Section IV . This part will research the U.S. interpretation of ICCPR and CAT extraterritoriality.

a.

The ICCPR

The importance of the question whether or not ICCPR is extraterritorial applicable and whether or not the
U.S. agrees with this, covers the central criterion of assessing the U.S. obligations under the ICCPR: if the Covenant does not apply to the U.S. actions outside U.S. territory, the highly contested allegations surrounding the
activities in Afghanistan and Iraq could be not governed by the Covenant’s terms.234
The Human Rights Committee (HRCm) defended its first position on the extraterritorial appliance of the ICCPR stating that if States Parties take actions on a foreign territory which violate the rights of persons subject
to their sovereign authority, it would be contrary to the purpose of the Covenant if they could not be held responsible.235 The U.S. on the other hand highlighted from the start236 its disagreement with the statement of
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the HRCm.237 According to the U.S., the ICCPR only applies to state actions against individuals who are both in
the state’s territory and under its jurisdiction,238 whereas the HRCm took the position that it applies outside the
state party’s territory in certain limited situations.239 In its most comprehensive interpretation240 of art. 2.1.
ICCPR,241 the HRCm made clear that the Covenant bears extraterritorial applicability and that the two elements
of the key phrase ‘within the state party’s territory’ and ‘subject to its jurisdiction’ are to be interpreted distinctively.242 Thus, it made the ICCPR also applicable to persons outside the state territory but within a State Parties’ jurisdiction, which was again opposed by the U.S.243 The HRCm244 continues to regret the position the U.S.
upholds despite the contrary interpretation of art. 2.1 ICCPR supported by the Committee’s established jurisprudence and state practice.245 Consequently, the U.S. should legally acknowledge the extraterritorial application of the Covenant under certain circumstances.246
The HRCm continuously expresses the opinion that the U.S. interpretation is defective, since they refuse to
address serious allegations of violations of the rights protected under the Covenant247 and are involved in several extraterritorial situations with HR implications.248 Some criticism towards the authorization of enhanced
interrogation techniques on detainees, as well as the access to judicial review was expressed by the HRCm.249
The consensus within the HRCm on the point of extraterritorial applicability of the ICCPR is remarkable.250

b.

The CAT

The CAT and its extraterritorial scope are, contrary to ICCPR, largely accepted.251 This is due to the nature
of the HR that it seeks to protect and due to its wording. The aim of the CAT is to strengthen the existing ius
cogens prohibition of torture252 by a number of supporting measures253 and setting out more detailed obligations for state parties.254 The territorial scope seemed to be understood broadly, as exceeding the state’s national borders to include territories under its factual control.255
On the extraterritorial applicability of the CAT, the CmAT stated that ‘any territory’ in art. 2.1. includes “all
areas where the State Party exercises, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, de jure or de facto effective
control, in accordance with international law.”256 It is the unambiguous opinion of the CmAT that State Parties
have the obligation to prevent torture in their own national territory, as well as in other places where they exercise effective control. This could be a response to the recent challenges relating to ‘war on terror’ and extra-
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territorial military activities of the states.257 Relating to the U.S., attention grew from 2004 on because of the
condition of detention and interrogation in Guantánamo Bay, at Bagram prison in Afghanistan, and in Abu
Ghraib in Iraq.258 Nevertheless, the U.S. again holds a restrictive position on applicability of the CAT outside its
territory. To the CmAT, U.S. stated the rejection of the concept that ‘de facto-control’ equated to ‘territory
under its jurisdiction’.259
Jurisdiction under ICCPR and CAT - Jurisdiction under the ICCPR is understood as the exercise of power
or control over a person, rather than over a territory.260 The HRCm justifies this statement by using the standard “when the person is under power and effective control of the armed forces of a state party.” 261 Thus, extending the application to cases where the state has power over individuals.262 The CmAT confirmed the application of the CAT by the U.S. in ‘any territory under its jurisdiction’263 and recommended the U.S. to undertake
measures to eradicate all forms of torture therein.264

11.

Extraterritorial jurisdiction on the national U.S. level

The outline on applicability and jurisdiction, together with the vague concepts of ‘under power and effective
control of the armed forces’ and ‘any territory under its jurisdiction,’ leaves much room for discussion. The U.S.
domestic level is now at hand, where either the TCIA or ATCA may contain a way to extraterritorial jurisdiction.

a.

CAT jurisdiction translated by TCIA on national level

Art. 5(2) CAT is the clearest tie to extraterritorial jurisdiction in the Convention. It contemplates universal
criminal jurisdiction over torture by requiring states to prosecute suspected torturers found within their territory.265 Additional, art. 14(1) CAT provides that “each State Party shall ensure in its legal system that the victim
of an act of torture obtains redress and has an enforceable right to fair and adequate compensation.”266 The
article does not explicitly specify whether a state must provide an enforceable right to compensation for any
victim within its territory regardless of where the torture took place or the nationality of the victim. However,
such an interpretation seems to be consistent with the text, as it would promote the purpose of the CAT to
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bring tortures to justice.267 The United States upholds the contrary view that a private right of action for damages under art. 14 will only be given for acts of torture committed in the territory “under the jurisdiction of that
State Party.”268 Nevertheless, by implementing the CAT through enacting the TCIA, a cause of action and criminal remedies were created for torture victims.269 The TCIA authorizes the exercise of jurisdiction over conduct
without a traditional jurisdictional link with the U.S. itself. It prescribes the exercise of universal criminal jurisdiction by U.S. courts to bring perpetrators of torture committed outside the U.S., irrespective of the nationality
of the victim.270 Thus, one can conclude that the TCIA let the CAT allow for exercising the universal criminal
jurisdiction over torture.271

b.

Creation of universal civil jurisdiction by ATCA

The revival of the ATCA can be seen as the best example of the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction in
protection of HR.272 Currently debated is whether this extraterritorial jurisdiction is a prescriptive or an adjudicative one. When states adopt legislation with an extraterritorial jurisdictional scope of application, they generally allow their domestic courts to adjudicate on claims based on that legislation. 273 Thus, they give ‘adjudicative jurisdiction’ the meaning of authorizing the courts to entertain suits by extraterritorial enforcement. ‘Prescriptive jurisdiction’ on the other hand, is the authority to make and apply laws to persons or things by using
extraterritorial regulation.274 The mainstream view is that there exists no general obligation under IHRL that is
imposed on states to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction (understood here as a combination of adjudicative and
prescriptive jurisdiction).
The international responsibility of states may be engaged when a NSA conducts actions under the instructions of or under the direction or control of that state.275 Alas, this is the exception to the negative principle.
Hence the absence of a clear obligation for states to control private actors who operate outside their national
territory and to ensure that these actors will not violate the HR of others. As alternative, the application of
national laws was extended to the domestic NSA operating abroad to prevent some avoidance strategies by
NSA, which could be based on the revival of the ATCA.
The usage of the ATCA is founded on a tort theory that recognises that HR violations, wherever committed,
may trigger legal responsibility.276 A requirement can be found in the literature for the extraterritorial jurisdiction to have, since only a specific justification would legitimise its

existence under IL.277

Traditionally, a state’s territory was considered as the basis for jurisdiction which provides for enough justification. Thus, if one aims to extend the territorial jurisdiction, some jurisdictional connections need to be made
which in this case is justified by the ATCA. From the U.S. standpoint this jurisdictional connection covers activities that are universal condemned and are in general interest to be suppressed.278 For the crime of torture, the
first criterion is fulfilled since the prohibition of torture holds ius cogens value which underlines the universality
of the prohibition. Secondly, there seems to be a shared interest in the current cases of extraterritorial prose-
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cution of HR violations, for preventing these HR infringements in general. The phrase to be understood in the
meaning of ‘infringements by states and by NSA,’ since the primary national legal instrument 279 covers the
incrimination of torturous acts which then leads to criminal or civil responsibility. Regardless of whether torture
is committed within or outside the territory of the U.S., this responsibility rises. Additional, a general interest to
suppress the act of torture is the silver thread through all the international HR documents that contain a prohibition on torture280 to which the U.S. has committed to. Thus, ATCA provides for a strong basis to the extraterritorial civil jurisdiction.
The ATCA grants original jurisdiction over “any civil action by an alien for a tort only, committed in violation
of the law of nations or a treaty of the United States.”281 This provision with prescriptive jurisdiction can reinforce international HR norms.282 The ATCA seems to expand federal jurisdiction to cover private individuals’ tort
lawsuits arising under IL. It creates even a kind of universal civil jurisdiction,283 since the international legal
principle of ‘universal jurisdiction’ allows states to suspend traditional boundaries for prosecutions of certain IL
violations.284 Aside from the academic controversies around the concept of universal civil jurisdiction, 285 the
granting of the extraterritorial jurisdiction by ATCA creates a mechanism to enforce IHRL.
This is most welcome since enforcement of IHRL remains underdeveloped286 and obstacles to effective national courts occur. Some illustrations of the obstacles that rise when applying the legitimate tort theory are the
legal status of corporations (see further) and the question of appropriateness of extraterritorial litigation.
Concluding, the U.S. seems to behave rather contrarily: it is restrictive in interpreting the scope of its international legal obligations but, at the same time, provides an alternative that can be seen and hence is used as
a forum for bringing extraterritorial cases of to court. The TCIA and the ATCA provide for sufficient ground to
substantiate the extraterritorial jurisdiction- principle when posing civil or criminal actions that are founded on
torture.287

C.

State responsibility for conduct of PMSCs and contractors

Although state responsibility is not the main focus, still some elements will be brought up embodied in the
relevant Draft Articles on State Responsibility.
Attribution of unlawful PMSC conduct to the state – Literature agrees on the fact that states do have a
responsibility: to respect, to protect and fulfil.288 General principles289 exist according to which violations of HR
that are committed by private actors can trigger the responsibility of the state, be it the home state, the hiring
state or the host state. The ways that engage the responsibility of the state for HR violations committed by
private entities are twofold. Firstly, the violation can be attributed to the state, and second, when the state
(U.S. in casu) does not provide for the necessary mechanisms for victims of torture in order to fight impunity.290 The U.S. themselves should be aware of their responsible role to play in the global PMSCs phenomenon.291
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Since PMSCs carry a private character, this bars the recognition as a state organ.292 Consequently, any part
of a PMSC its conduct would not be attributable to the state according to art. 4 ILC Draft Articles. 293 Thus, two
other ways of attribution are relevant. First, if the PMSC exercises elements of ‘governmental authority’ and is
authorized to exercise these governmental powers.294 Although art. 5 ILC Draft Articles does not identify the
scope of ‘governmental authority’, the question remains whether or not PMSCs generally are exercising government authority.295 Second way to attribute responsibility is in cases where the state has instructed, controlled, or directed the private conduct.296 While considering art. 8 ILC Draft Articles,297 one can argue that a
contract entailing detailed instructions on services to be provided by the PMSC could give a status of ‘semiofficial’ to the PMSC in question and create state accountability for their conduct.298 The academic consensus is
that states cannot absolve themselves from their responsibilities under IHRL by contracting out certain duties to
private companies since a state with authority over military contractors remains responsible under IHRL for the
contractor’s actions.299

D.

Outsourcing responsibility for torture: impunity in the U.S.

This section covers the impunity the PMSCs and their personnel enjoy in the U.S. for acts they committed
abroad, thus, referring to the ability to act without negative consequences. Subsequently, this impunity results
in immunity in practice, and comprises the meaning of a legally granted freedom from prosecution.

1.

Attempts to secure impunity in the U.S.

a.

Immunity from civil claims before domestic U.S. courts

The answer to the question what the consequences are of the failure of a legal mechanism that allows impunity, points again in the direction of the ATCA. The U.S. federal government has sovereign immunity, unless
it is waiverd.300 When passing the ATCA, Congress listed thirteen exceptions to the general amnesty.301 This
piece of federal legislation bars inter alia suits against the federal government for “any claim arising out of the
combatant activities of the military (...), during time of war.”302
The so called ‘combat activities exception’303 is just one of the exceptions covered by this paragraph where
case law has further developed a doctrine for, yet under the heading of product liability for civil contractors. The
basic test for shielding contractors is whether there are “unique federal interests” at stake.304 A court thus has
to determine whether the application of the state tort law would produce a ‘significant conflict’ with federal
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interests.305 If yes, the combat activities exception is activated; if not, the contractor enjoys no immunity and
can be sued. In time, this immunity is extended to government contractors on the ground that imposing liability
on such contractors “would create a duty of care where the combatant activities exception is intended to ensure
that none exists”.306 Hence, the usage of the ATCA exceptions to bar claims against private military contractors.307
One can question the relevance of this doctrine of government contractor immunity in relation to suits
against PMSCs, since these cases do not specifically entail product liability.308 Nevertheless, in the recent domestic cases against PMSCs Titan309 and CACI,310 who were allegedly involved in the mistreatment of prisoners
at the Abu Ghraib prison, the court granted ATCA immunity to the PMSCs.311 It held that, after the application
of the doctrine, there were “uniquely federal interests” involved since the activities were “both necessary to and
in direct connection with the actual hostilities.”312
With regard to employees of Titan, the Court applied the unique federal interest doctrine in questioning
whether or not they were under the exclusive direction and control of the military chain of command.313 The
District judge of Columbia stated that Titan employees were indeed, therefore barred from the suit because of a
legitimate usage of the government contractor immunity under the ATCA.314 For the employees of CACI, the
court came to a different decision when applying the exclusive operational control test, holding that they were
both under the control of the military and the company. Therefore the supervisors retained some authority
independent from the military, which resulted in the absence of granting immunity to the employees and the
company.315 The developed ‘exclusive operational control’-test could be a fine criterion when ruling in similar
cases.
Nevertheless the Court of Appeals stated a different opinion when revising the judgment towards CACI, and
affirming the Titan decision.316 The Court rejected the used ‘exclusive operational control’-test since it does not
protect the full measure of the federal interest embodied in the combatant activities exception.317 The Court of
Appeals’ approach underlines that the scope of the ‘unique federal interest’-concept is broader than the ‘exclusive operational control’-test.
More recent, in Al Quraishi v. Al Nakhla and ors.,318 some Iraqi detainees brought an ATCA claim against the
PMSC L-3319 and a contractor, where the District Court refused to follow the abovementioned Court of Appeals
ibid para 507.
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reasoning and decision.320 It stated that the combatant activities exception was not meant to apply to all contractors as Congress had not designed the legislation in such terms.321 Quite predictable was the reversion of
this decision by the Court of Appeal.322 Yet, when relying on the non-unanimously of the decision and the strong
dissenting opinion, it seems that the subject of the combatant activities exception is far from settled.323

b.

Immunity from liability in host states’ courts

The Coalition Provision Authority (CPA) Order No. 17 is an additional source for immunity since it shielded
the PMSCs from suit in Iraqi courts. The Order No. 17 was unilaterally established in June 2004 and expired
31st of December 2008 with the simultaneous ceasing of the UN Mandate that was established by the Security
Council Resolution 1511.324 The Order No. 17 states expressly: “(…) the MNF (Multinational Force), the CPA,
Foreign Liaison Missions, their Personnel, (…), and all International Consultants shall be immune from Iraqi
legal process.” Thus, the non-Iraqi PMSCs and their non-Iraqi employees were granted immunity from Iraqi
laws.325 Consequently, no litigation before an Iraqi forum against the misconduct of PMSC employees in Iraq
was possible, although that Iraq might have been the appropriate and logical forum for that.326

c.

Responsibility of the state when granting immunities

As the previous parts illustrate, both the PMSCs and their personnel are often granted immunity from jurisdiction of the host and the contracting state. As alternative, the granting of immunity to private contractors
could under certain circumstances constitute a separate violation of HR provisions by the state. In the case of
blank immunities, this seems all the more appropriate.327 States still have the obligation to prosecute and punish the alleged wrongdoers since State Parties cannot absolve themselves from their obligations under a treaty
(be that CAT or ICCPR) by contracting out core state activities which involve the use of force and the detention
of persons to the commercial private security sector.328 Thus, the U.S., by affording immunity from its justice
system while providing no alternative avenue, violates its positive obligation to keep the U.S. legislation in
compliance with the HR standards.329

E.

Corporate (social) responsibility

Some attempts have been made to address the general international rights and duties of corporations concerning HR.330 Currently there are no IHR legal obligations for PMSCs to comply with HR and the corporations
escape accountability even on domestic level, as illustrated by abovementioned shortcomings. With this lack of
justice and compensation for the HR violations, IHRL has to fill the gap and some legal theories could initiate
new approaches. The mentioning of theories is justified by the fact that unclear doctrines of corporate liability
are an obstacle in bringing the PMSCs to court and for creating successful transnational tort litigation against
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them.331 One of the new approaches could be the liability of the PMSC itself, but can the concept of corporate
(social) responsibility provide answer to the U.S. practice of impunity?

2.

Corporate responsibility

NSA, such as PMSCs, are traditionally not considered as duty-bearers under IL.332 Nevertheless, voices appear to attribute some responsibility to NSA, since the denial of rights and remedies for victims of HR abuses by
NSA would be inappropriate.333
Several propositions by scholars for theories of corporate responsibility are justified by the assumption that
a corporation is less than a state but more than an individual, thus needs specific regulating norms.334 When a
private entity acts, in some way on behalf of the state, it is as liable as the state would be for its violations of
HR. Subsequently, this theory needs to determine when acts of private individuals are so closely linked with the
state to make them liable.335 A contract, the subsequent payment, the use of force on demand or the exercise
of previous exclusive governmental functions could underpin this statement. Then, the responsibility for private
military businesses could be similar to the state responsibility, even more so when PMSCs are considered to be
semi-officials.
In the case of torture,336 reliance on a link with the state is appropriate since one of the CAT constitutive elements is a ‘public official or other person acting in an official capacity’.337 Torture under CAT is a crime in need
of some state involvement, making a connection with the government a necessary factor for the derivation of
company responsibility. Also, since NSA do not carry direct horizontal HR obligations, 338 the engagement of the
state is needed. For the purpose of U.S. PMSC, this should not be a problem since they generally act on behalf
of the U.S., are hired by the U.S., exercise state powers, act on the basis of governmental contracts closed with
U.S. representatives,339 or accompany official military forces. This enumeration consequently justifies the
statement in this thesis that PMSC can commit torture.

3.

Corporate social responsibility

Since PMSC as private entities can pose a threat to the human dignity, a contemporary notion of HR should
envisage duties on them as well. In search of some valid approaches, one finds opportunity in the broadly
termed concept of corporate social responsibility (CSR).340 These CSR principles emerged in the wake of globalisation and the subsequent widespread growth of commercial military services together with the global reach of
the private military business.341 The concept indicates a responsibility of a corporation towards society that can
be defined as “abiding by the laws, regulations and customs of a country, (…), to human rights in general.”342
With the appointment of JOHN RUGGIE as Special Representative on Business and Human Rights with a man-
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date to identify issues around business & HR and to search for solutions, the development of CSR benefitted in
a structural way. RUGGIE posed the benchmark standard of ‘Protect, Respect and Remedy’,343 wherein each
element supports the others in achieving sustainable progress.344
According to this Ruggie Framework, the primary duty to protect HR rests with the states but businesses do
have a basic responsibility to respect HR. Plus, it requires the establishment of an adequate and appropriate
remedy for HR abuses, which fulfils the dual functions of punishment and redress.345 Thus, companies are obligated to respect HR.346 The private military market itself seems willing to consider HR complicit behaviour within market value,347 since the corporate self-restriction resulted in Codes of Conduct and the mentioned CSR.
The PMSC industry has recently attempted to implement the Ruggie Framework through the ICoC, as a selfimposed commitment.
The Ruggie Framework constitutes thus merely a baseline348 and an indicator of the aim for practical tactics
to develop CSR further.

F.

Conclusion

The narrow U.S. interpretation became clear regarding the extraterritoriality principle of both the ICCPR and
the CAT. This is contradicted and continuously criticised by the jurisprudence of the HRCm and CmAT. Yet, the
CAT’s extraterritorial jurisdiction is translated on the national U.S. level by both criminal and civil legislation,
providing avenues for victims to bring PMSCs who tortured them abroad before the U.S. courts. The translated
criminal instrument is embodied by the TCIA that allows the exercise of universal criminal jurisdiction over
torture by the CAT. On the civil side, the national instrument represented by the ATCA, adds an extraterritorial
applicability to the prohibition of torture. Where the U.S. is restrictive in interpreting the scope of its international legal obligations, it provides for legal alternatives that are justifiably used as forum for extraterritorial
cases of cases before U.S. courts. The TCIA and the ATCA hereby provide substantial ground to underpin the
extraterritorial jurisdiction-principle when posing civil or criminal claims that are founded on torture.
Although states cannot absolve themselves from their responsibilities under IHRL by contracting out certain
duties to private companies, the outsourcing in the sketched scenario included ultimately the outsourcing of the
responsibility for torture itself. This because of immunities the U.S. government granted from civil claims before
domestic courts and from liability in the host state’s courts. The former includes the ATCA, connected with the
currently used jurisprudential doctrines of the ‘combat activities exception’ and the ‘unique federal interest’. A
clear, unique governmental interest should be present in order for a PMSC to obtain the combat activities exception, and thus enjoy immunity before U.S. courts. While a clear governmental connection is desired by defendants in civil claims, this is by all means kept reduced in criminal claims under MEJA. Because of immunity
from liability in host state’s court, no litigation before Iraqi courts for the misconduct of PMSC employees in Iraq
took place. The U.S., by affording immunity from its justice system when providing no alternative avenue, violates its obligation to keep U.S. legislation in compliance with HR standards.
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In addressing general international rights and duties of corporations concerning HR, corporate responsibility
was mentioned that demands the determination of the level of official involvement in order to hold private military businesses liable.349 In turn, this might lead to a responsibility similar to the state. CSR on the other hand,
still has to be developed by some practical tactics where the Ruggie Framework constitutes a basis for. Some
concerns remain about the abovementioned initiatives and principles, which are included in Section VI by the
proposed options to bring PMSCs before U.S. Courts.

V.

Redress in the U.S. for the tortured victim: how can U.S. juris-

prudence help to bring PMSCs before Court?
A subsequent problem is the accountability for torture, which relates to litigation of HR abuses committed
abroad by U.S. PMSCs. In this Section the domestic efforts made by the U.S. courts to ensure redress for the
victims of torture and to hold contractors accountable for their conduct, will be discussed. In limiting the scope
of included jurisprudence to civil claims before U.S. courts and focusing on a current case, one arrives at Al
Shimari v CACI brought before the Court of Appeals.350 The significance of this case lies with the little amount
of people that are held accountable for the abuses at Abu Ghraib.351 This appeal case addresses responsibility
and accountability of those corporate entities that conspired with high level U.S. marshals who ordered them to
undertake the torturous abuse.352 First, a short analyses of the relevant ramifications of the landmark Kiobel
case353 will be presented only to be followed by an overview of the jurisprudential history that resulted in Al
Shimari v CACI. From this case, the plaintiffs’ opposition in first instance, the subsequent judgement and the
appellant brief are discussed. The placement of U.S. developed jurisdiction in international context closes this
part.

A.

Relevant ramifications of Kiobel

There exists no case with more intense (media) interest,354 juridical debate, academic disputes,355 and legal
analyses356 as Kiobel has in its short existence. In order to comprehend post-Kiobel developments, one has to
be familiar with the relevant legal consequences Kiobel encouraged regarding the ATCA and the development of
U.S. HRL. The following Kiobel ramifications draw attention: extraterritorial application of the ATCA and the
´touch and concern´-doctrine, which both lead down to a road of uncertainty.
Bright line rule against extraterritorial application – In Kiobel, the presumption against extraterritorial
application was applied to the ATCA.357 Since the relevant conduct took place within the territory of a foreign
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sovereign and the foreign defendants had no more than a “corporate presence” in the U.S., 358 the presumption
was not overcome.359 This led to the unanimous decision that the claims lack sufficient connection with the
U.S.. The presumption is considered as particular fierce in order to “protect against unintended clashes between
our laws and those of other nations which could result in international discord.”360
Creating the ‘touch and concern’-doctrine - When applying the presumption against extraterritoriality
to the Kiobel facts, the Court concluded that this presumption could be overcome.361 It declared that cases
brought under the ATCA must “touch and concern” U.S. territory with “sufficient force” to “displace” the presumption against extraterritoriality.362 Additional, a second consideration was upheld since the Court reasoned
that corporations are often “present” in many countries.363 Thus, some kind of U.S. connection or presence
might suffice to pose claims arising from torts abroad, which could displace the presumption. Yet, the Court did
not provide detailed guidance on the factors that would realise this displacement. It did however recognise that
ATCA causes of action are to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.364
Creation of uncertainty – The U.S. Supreme Court injected uncertainty365 into an otherwise well-settled
doctrine relating to the scope of ATCA.366 In pre-Kiobel times, one could assume that corporations are subjects
of litigation for alleged infringements of the ‘law of nations’ under the ATCA.367
However, the Court adapted this line of reasoning by concluding that corporations should not be sued under
the ATCA. Thus, the doctrine used this uncertainty as leeway for a debate around the Supreme Courts’ inability
to distinguish between requirements for legal responsibility and that what is necessary to invoke ATCA jurisdiction.368 Contributing to the uncertainty is the increasing quantity of the issues that are being litigated in the
lower courts,369 additional to the already existing dissimilarities in the interpretation of Kiobel by those courts.370
The Supreme Court could have provided clarity with Kiobel, but it did not. As a result, the lower courts remain divided over issues as corporate liability, the ATCA interpretation, the law of nations and extraterritoriality. In achieving some uniformity, an Act of Congress could clarify the purpose and objectives of the ATCA.371

B.

Al Shimari v CACI: jurisprudential history

Al Shimari v CACI is a case decided372 before the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals. The relevant judgments
that comprise the jurisprudential background of this case on appeal, are the two Virginia District Court opinions
in Al-Quraishi v L-3 Services, Inc.373 and Al Shimari v CACI International, Inc.374 Both cases involved suits
brought by Iraqi citizens who claimed to have been held and tortured by the U.S. military with the aid of government contractors375 and were filed against American military contractors.376 Both also addressed the ability
of federal courts to review U.S. government contractors’ misbehaviour abroad.377 The panel of judges en banc
concluded i.a. that state tort actions against military contractors are pre-empted by important federal interibid [14], [21]
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ests.378
However, the District Court en banc decision also clarified that the contractor defences do not rise to the
level of immunity from suit, yet without elaborating on the content of ‘contractor defences’. 379 It seems that the
doctrines of immunity and pre-emption are intertwined as a result of the federal interests at stake in military
contractor litigation.380
Although the acts of torture in this case lie at the heart of the HR protection ATCA was designed to enforce,
the case was dismissed.381 This being reason for the plaintiffs to file twice a reinstatement of their ATCA claims
of torture,382 which were dismissed.383 Following this, plaintiffs filed for appeal with the Fourth Circuit Court of
Appeals Virginia.384

C.

Taking chances to survive Kiobel

The majority tends to believe that Kiobel marks the end of ATCA litigation for human rights abuses committed outside the U.S.385 Nevertheless, some seem hopeful that the alien civil torts are not dead yet and that Al
Shimari is the case that could survive the established Kiobel-doctrine.386 Their opinion is shared by the Centre
for Constitutional Rights (CCR)387 in representing the plaintiffs388 or appellants389 before either the District Court
Virginia and the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeal against CACI390 as defendant/appellate.391 This part will further
cover the Opposition CCR filed at first instance and the Appellant Brief in appeal, who both make a strong case
for surviving Kiobel.

1.

Plaintiffs’ Opposition before the District Court

The CCR provides in its Opposition392 a clear view on Kiobels’ rejection of a bright line rule against extraterritorial application. The CCR assumes that a categorical bar prohibiting the Court from recognising any otherwise cognisable ATCA claim when the alleged violation would occur “outside the United States”, was not the
majority opinion in Kiobel.393 Secondly, the CCR states that Kiobel did not question the application of ATCA to
corporations and under what circumstances the ATCA could be applied to their conduct committed abroad. The
CCR hereby averted the focus on highly contested liabilities for corporations. Only two claims which the Plaintiffs built their claim on are mentioned below: the presumption against extraterritorial application of the ATCA,
and the ‘touch and concern’-doctrine.
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a.

Presumption against extraterritorial application of the ATCA

According to CCR, Kiobel’s presumption against extraterritorial application does not apply to the alleged
torts in Abu Ghraib over which the United States exercised exclusive authority and control,394 because the conduct occurred when the U.S. exercised “complete jurisdiction and control” over Iraq. Of particular relevance is
the U.S.-controlled CPA and its Order 17, which placed Abu Ghraib under the “exclusive authority, and control”
of the CPA.395 An “international discord” between the U.S. and Iraq seems not possible for the CCR, since at the
time of the relevant conduct the contractors were subject to liability by U.S. domestic law.396

b.

The Kiobel ‘Touch and concern’- doctrine

Even if the presumption against extraterritorial application applies, this might be denied under the ‘touch
and concern’-doctrine of Kiobel as mentioned above. The CCR therefore sums up elements to justify why this
case sufficiently ‘touches and concerns’ the U.S. to displace the presumption,397 concluding its enumeration that
CACI’s conduct in the U.S. is indeed sufficient for displacing it.398
As said, this reasoning allows arguing that the U.S. Supreme Court in Kiobel at least recognised that there
exist connections to the U.S.,399 which are so strong, that U.S. courts have to provide victims with forms of
redress for IL violations. Hence, the unacceptable denial by the U.S. to provide an avenue of redress. The CCR
shares this opinion in stating that the doctrine was meant to address “claims for which the U.S. would be held
responsible for providing redress in the view of the international community”.400

2.

Memorandum Opinion of the District Court

The District Court judge, relying on Kiobel, dismissed the case401 “because the acts giving rise to their tort
claims occurred exclusively in Iraq, a foreign sovereign”.402
Subsequently, the ATCA does not provide jurisdiction over plaintiffs’ claims which involve conduct occurring
exclusively outside the territory of the U.S.403 On the Common Law claims brought by the plaintiffs, the Court
applied a choice of law-analyse that resulted in an application of Iraqi law to Al Shimari’s claims.404 The plaintiffs’ failure to state a claim under Iraqi law was then an easy step in deciding to grant CACI’s motion to dismiss.405 The court even concluded that CACI was immune from lawsuits “for claims arising from acts related to
its contract or performed in connection with military combat operations”.406

3.

Appellant Brief before the U.S. Court of Appeal

The Abu Ghraib torture survivors, again represented by the CCR, appealed the decision challenging the
courts’ dismissal. Also in response to the Memorandum Opinion, six amici briefs were submitted 407 supporting
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396
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the plaintiffs’ appeal of the case. All argued that Al Shimari is permitted under Kiobel, and that IL requires the
U.S. to provide a forum for accountability and redress concerning the abuses at Abu Ghraib. 408
The plea of plaintiffs/appellants is built around two409 pillars: first, the CCR states that the District Court
erred in dismissing plaintiffs’ ATCA claims under Kiobel.410 This argument covers concepts as the failure of the
District Court to apply the Supreme Court’s ‘touch and concern’-test411 and the displacement of the Kiobel presumption because the claims do fall within the focus and objects of the ATCA.412 Their second argument consists of contesting the District Courts’ dismissal of the plaintiffs’ Common Law claims.413

a.

First pillar: Dismissal of ATCA claims

The incorrect reading of the presumption against extraterritorial application by the District Court when imposing a categorical rule prohibiting recognition of any claim arising out of conduct abroad, can be reversed.414
Moving on to the core focus of the ATCA, plaintiffs allude to its provision of jurisdiction over civil claims by aliens for core IL violations, thus ensuring accountability for grave IL violations committed by U.S. subjects.415
According to CCR, the claims in casu do lie at the core of the ATCA concerns and present no risk of international
discord416 because of two apparent differences with the Kiobel facts. First, the claims concern territory over
which the U.S. exercised plenary legal and political control at the time the torts were committed.417
Moreover, it tries to proof that the diminishment by the District Court of the legal significance of U.S. control
over Iraq and Abu Ghraib is simply incorrect.418 Second difference with Kiobel is the inclusion of universally
recognised norms against a U.S. defendant and no risk of “international discord”.419 Consequently, adjudicating
claims against U.S. domiciled CACI would benefit also U.S. international obligations and interest.420 The plaintiffs’ claims do ‘touch and concern’ U.S. territory with sufficient force to displace the Kiobel presumption.

b.

Second pillar: Al Shimari Common Law claims

The District Court dismissed also all of Plaintiffs’ common law claims, thus effectively immunising CACI from
liability. The CCR is of the opinion that the District Court made the wrong choice-of-law analysis, resulting in
the application of no law at all.421
In explaining its reasoning, CCR refers to the purpose of Iraqi law (in the form of CPA Orders issued by the
U.S. government) if it would apply. Its purpose would be anything but creating blanket immunity for contractor
misconduct. Instead, CPA Orders dictate that in exchange for immunity from jurisdiction of Iraqi tribunals,
contractors are subject to the laws of their “Parent State”.422
Likewise, the plaintiffs contest the District Courts interpretation of the ‘Combat Activities’ exception in CPA
Order 17, which they find too broad and in contradiction with the court’s prior ruling and U.S. law. 423 It can be
said that the District Court correctly identified the CPA Order 17 as the key to the choice-of-law doctrine, but
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wrongfully interpreted the CACI acts as falling under “combat activities”, and thus providing immunity from civil
claims before domestic U.S. Courts.424 Lastly, the CCR focuses on how the District Court generalised the narrow
immunity from Iraqi law for actions regarding contractual disputes.425
Indeed, the District Court took into consideration that CACI’s conduct was a result of performing its mere
contractual duty, and decided therefore they should enjoy immunity from suit.426

D.

Conclusion

From the above sketched jurisprudential analyses, concerns remain on how the inconsistent interpretation
by U.S. courts of an identical argument covering the combat activities exception still exists 427 and whether Kiobel is not being interpreted too freely, which reduces the clarity of cases where a U.S. actor is involved who
commits a tort in violation of the law of nations abroad. The Supreme Court indeed has firmly re-stated that the
U.S. should not become a “safe haven” for torturers.428 Still, the lower courts seem not able to interpret Kiobel
in its human rights legacy correctly. Their decisions since Kiobel confirm that ‘foreign-cubed’ cases against
corporations must be dismissed. But, because they carry the responsibility for defining the elements of the
‘touch and concern’-test, one can expect that Courts of Appeals in general will generate jurisprudential conflicts.429 The dismissal by the District Court of Virginia illustrates already a very narrow and formalistic reading
of the Kiobel decision.
The ATCA is not fully able to offer some measure of justice to Abu Ghraib torture survivors, since it seems a
non-resolved and deliberately vague issue. Crimes of this severity, perpetrated by a U.S. PMSC, must be redressable by U.S. courts. And yet, there seems no jurisprudential change underway. This leaves the door open
for repetition of conduct and impunity, keeping the ghost of Abu Ghraib alive instead of confronting it.
Can Al Shimari survive in the post-Kiobel era? – From what is discussed, the U.S. District Court of Appeal seemed not likely to decide in favour of the appellants’ claims under the ATCA. Nevertheless, in a broader
jurisprudential view, cases as Al Shimari could survive the Kiobel reasoning to a certain extent. In the hypotheses that lower courts would simply apply the created ‘touch and concern’-doctrine, and assess in good faith the
significant links with the U.S., rather than overestimate the presumption against extraterritoriality or try to
overly interpret the doctrine in clear cases with an extra territorial element, a survival could be likely. Yet, In
addition to the Al Shimari case, several other long-running ATCA cases remain undecided after Kiobel.430
The decision in Al Shimari of 30 July 2014 seems to agree with abovementioned criticism and comply with
the proposed prospects. The judgement criticises the language and terminology which is used in the Kiobel
majority opinion and which obstructs a fact-based analysis of ATCA claims in search of substantial ties to the
U.S.431 The judgement also denounces the mechanical appliance of the presumption against extraterritorial
application.432 The Court of Appeal thus correctly concludes that the plaintiffs their ATCA claims ‘touch and
concern’ the territory of the U.S. with sufficient force to displace the presumption against extraterritorial application.433 And this conclusion based on CACI’s status as U.S. corporation, the U.S. citizenship of CACI’s employees, the issued contracts by the Department of Interior and Congress’ intents through the TVPA and ATCA to
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avoid U.S. becoming a safe haven for torture perpetrators.434 The District Court judgement was vacated and the
Court of Appeals remanded the case to the same District Court. There, the case is now considered for additional
discovery. Briefing on legal questions about the scope of plaintiffs’ Alien Tort Statute Claims were added,435 as
well as the viability of CACI’s asserted immunity to suit under the political question doctrine.436 The defendants’
filed motion to dismiss the case for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction asserts that Plaintiffs’ claims raise political questions the judiciary cannot answer. This new development places the focus on other legal qualifications
and justifies the appliance of another doctrine, partly because CACI still doubts the factual grounds of the case.
One can questions the true relevance for the Abu Ghraib victims to obtain redress, since the ATCA is proven to
be counterproductive and insufficient to do so. Oral arguments containing the political questions doctrine will be
held in January 2015. A second outcome, which holds the preference, would be when Congress clarified the
focus and purpose of the ATCA, since courts cannot patch up this lacuna for ages.

E.

Scope of judgement in international context

It is important to frame this civil tort litigation on HR violations by PMSCs committed abroad in international
context. Important, not only because torture survivors have a legitimate claim to justice, but also because
these cases have wide implications beyond the Al Shimari situation. If there are no consequences for these HR
violations, courts might come to the conclusion that ‘anything goes if you are a private military contractor’. A
hint of this slippery slope was present in the District Courts’ reasoning that immunity came to the ones who are
exercising their contractual duty.437
The ATCA is usually perceived as the best example of extraterritorial jurisdiction resulting from extending
the national legislation with HR relevant provisions to NSA operating abroad.438 But, some obstacles in practice
still occur for the general tort theory which recognises that HR violations, wherever committed, may trigger
legal responsibility. These obstacles include questions as whether extraterritorial litigation is appropriate and
the conformity around the special status of corporations. Inconsistent policy439 seems to make up for the main
reason why extraterritoriality is still a problem in the U.S., and jurisprudence clearly does not help, 440 it even
increases the uncertainty. Significant is that the U.S. itself makes mention of the flawed ATCA and the flawed
jurisprudence in proving its compliance with obligations of international documents.441 One could wrongfully
assume that the U.S. does have an adequate mechanism in place by which it upholds its obligations to punish
torturous acts.
Prominent question lingers why the jurisprudential shoe still not fits the ATCA-foot? If torture victims cannot
obtain redress, how can they file a claim for redress against the U.S. PMSC who tortured them abroad? If the
domestic level fails, one has to search for other instruments to hold PMSCs accountable for their torturous conduct abroad. The next Section will therefore discuss the Montreux Document, together with the International
Code of Conduct and assess if these recent initiatives in the global PMSC scene are sufficient in reaching the
goals of establishing responsibility.
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VI.

Propositions to regulate conduct of PMSC abroad regarding the

crime of torture: lex ferenda?
The propositions that could become lex ferenda regarding acts of torture by PMSCs abroad will be presented
by an analysis and assessment of the existing instruments that were created by and for the PMSC industry: the
Montreux Document and the ICoC. This will be followed by propositions for regulation based on a double dualistic approach that aims at improving the prestige and the enforcement of the prohibition of torture applicable to
PMSCs and their personnel when they exercise their contracted services abroad.

A.

Existing instruments: Montreux & ICoC

The focus lies on international soft law, represented by the existing 2008 Montreux Document (Montreux)
and the 2010 International Code of Conduct (ICoC) as self-regulating instrument.442 The ICoC is the follow-up
process to Montreux,443 creating a complementary nexus between both. This is underlined by the fact that Montreux focuses on the state duty to protect, whilst the Code addresses corporate responsibility of PMSCs to respect IHRL and to ensure that their employees comply with IHRL. The Preambule of the ICoC prescribes this
and affirms the corporate responsibility of Signatory Companies to respect as expressed in the Ruggie Framework.444 Each of these instruments will be analysed on their level of reinforcement regarding the prohibition of
torture and their effectiveness regarding the punishment of (U.S.) PMSCs who torture in particular. The expected outcome is a strong re-statement with yet some issues regarding applicability and effectiveness occurring.

1.

General comparison of scope and concepts

Corporations – The ICoC is applicable to the activities of ‘Private Security Companies and other Private Security Providers’ (collectively named PSCs445) that have signed and agreed to operate in compliance with the
Code´s principles and standards.446 The notion PSC covers “any company whose business activities include the
provision of Security Services either on its own behalf or on behalf of another, irrespective of how such a company describes itself.”447 The ‘Private Military and Security Providers’ (PMSCs), who appear in Montreux are
“private entities that provide military and/or security services, irrespective of how they describe themselves.”448
Services – In comparing the ICoC ‘security services’ with the Montreux ‘military and security services’, a
difference emerges. According to Montreux, PMSCs’ services include, “in particular, armed guarding and protection of persons and objects, such as convoys, buildings and other places; maintenance and operation of weapons systems; prisoner detention; and advice to or training of local forces and security personnel.”449
As defined in the ICoC, security services consist of “guarding and protection of persons and objects, such as
convoys, facilities, designated sites, property or other places (whether armed or unarmed), or any other activity
for which the Personnel of Companies are to carry or operate a weapon in the performance of their duty”.450
Since the States set the limits for outsourcing in Montreux,451 the ICoC reflects more an industry perspective
that includes the focus on armed or unarmed services.
Application – Montreux is limited to armed conflict, where the ICoC applies in a much wider range of set-
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tings, including pre-, during- and post conflict situations.452 This raises the debate about the wide scope of their
action radius;453 nevertheless could the broad applicability of the ICoC outweigh the narrow scope of Montreux.
General conduct in compliance with IHRL – In both documents, be it at state responsibility level or at
the Signatory Company level, some HR principles are reflected in the HR catalogue. Montreux categorises this
under the obligations states should endorse to ensure respect for IHRL and mentions the good practices of
particular relevance for the protection of HR.454 Similarly, the ICoC addresses their general conduct by incorporating HR principles that reflect areas of potential adverse PMSC influence. The Code is founded on the principle455 that companies and their personnel have to “treat all persons humanely and with respect for their dignity
and privacy”.456
Conclusion - Even though the ICoC builds upon the foundations of Montreux,457 there is no uniform use of
terminology and the ICoC does not fully cover the same detailed services of Montreux. The services not appearing in the ICoC could nevertheless fall under ICoC’s category of “any other activity for which Personnel of Companies are required to carry or operate a weapon in the performance of their duties.”458 This lack of terminological uniformity could be derived from the negative connotation the PMSC-label still holds derived from the mercenary-like military companies active in the 1990s.459 Regardless of the great difference in action radius between the two documents, some built in HR principles are present that need to be respected.

2.

Relevant provisions

a.

Specific provisions relating to torture

Montreux does not carry a specific provision focused on torture, although it makes recommendations to ensure HR compliance based on the good practices.460 The document restates international legal obligations of the
states to investigate, or prosecute persons suspected of having committed crimes under IL.461 These ‘crimes
under IL’ include explicitly torture, posing a post-crime obligation on states regarding torturous acts of PMSCs.
The ICoC on the other hand, specifically regulates conduct of personnel that is covered by the absolute 462 prohibition of torture. The Code explicitly requires that Signatory Companies and their personnel abstain from
engaging in conduct that falls under the ban of torture.463 Remarkably are the constitutive elements of torture
under the ICoC, since it includes the conduct by a private entity which would constitute torture if it was committed by a public official. Thus, this definition avoids the controversial debate regarding the necessary level of
official engagement. In accordance with IHRL,464 the prohibition is formulated in absolute terms, allowing no
exceptions justified through extraordinary circumstances.465
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b.

Compliance, accountability and remedies

With respect to the HR of victims of the unlawful PMSC conduct, Montreux seeks to ensure that adequate
remedies exist and that the victims can claim reparation.466 To guarantee that PMSCs provide for compensation,
Montreux recommends taking into account the financial and economic capacity of the company, including the
ability to pay for potential liabilities, when granting licences or authorisations.467 Apart from clear individual
criminal liability recommendations, Montreux suggests furthermore that the states468 should provide for a civil
liability or otherwise require PMSC personnel, or their clients to provide reparations to victims of their unlawful
conduct.469 Nevertheless, the possibility of a civil claim does not necessarily lead to accountability for this
wrongful conduct.470 The proposed contractual sanctions of termination, financial penalties, dismissal of the
perpetrator and the passing on to investigative authorities, could provide for some alternatives when torture
occurs.471 The ICoC in turn makes mention of effective remedies that the Signatory Companies have to offer
when the reporting procedure after unlawful conduct is initiated.472 Further, compliance and accountability are
only generally mentioned,473 what can be considered as a result of industry self-regulation. Lastly, Montreux
suggests that the effects of immunity and jurisdiction over the PMSCs still ensure some civil, criminal and administrative remedies for misconduct.474

3.

Evaluation of existing instruments: shortcomings?

What was most welcome in both initiatives is the represented multilevel approach475 by interlinking the state
duties, with corporate responsibilities, and contractor compliance with IHRL. Regarding to the prohibition of
torture specifically, one can conclude that a minimal standard for conduct of PMSCs is present, yet the implementation remains ineffective.476 This does not change the fact that righteous attention is given to post-crime
reparation and compensation. Also, it seems that Montreux assumes the criminal liability depending on international criminal law and considers the civil liability as bonus. Should one draw the subsequent conclusion that
international consensus477 supports criminal, instead of civil, claims for torture by the PMSCs abroad? How powerful the incorporated reinforcement of the torture prohibition in both documents turns out to be, depends on
how the instruments proof to be effective overall.
Montreux – The Montreux Document clarifies hard law obligations of states by referring to IHL, IHRL and
the Articles on State Responsibility; however it lists these duties in a general manner, without detailing provisions. Because of its narrow scope, Montreux is insufficient in giving guidance on the existing IL which is applicable to PMSCs.478 It would have been more effective if Montreux referred to HR treaties or made mention of
the extraterritorial application of IHRL. Further, the concept of good practices holds potential to improve oversight and accountability, in the hypotheses that states chose to implement them. The efficiency is curtailed by
the willingness and arbitrariness of states in deciding which recommendations they will implement in their domestic legislation.479 This results in non-consistent and non-uniform state practices.480 Moreover, the serious
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lack of any mechanism to foster compliance and supervision makes one conclude that Montreux is only reaffirming existing applicable IL and not prohibiting torturous acts by PMSCs abroad.
ICoC – The ICoC is considered to be detailed and comprehensive as it unifies and incorporates core HR
principles recognised by the industry. Clearly this acknowledges that PMSC can have a negative impact on HR,
hence the need for preventing it.481 Yet, the purely soft-law foundations of the Code make that it remains a
non-binding self-regulatory instrument.482 Of great benefit was the establishment of an independent mechanism
for governance and oversight, based on the Charter for the Oversight Mechanism of the International Code of
Conduct for Private Security Providers (‘Articles of Association’).483 This is the founding document of the ICoC
Association (ICoCA) which operates from September 2013 on.484 Main tasks and competences of the ICoCA lie
with certification attesting,485 HR monitoring486 and supporting fair and accessible remedy procedures.487 The
ICoC and its accompanying ICoCA compose a relatively new process and are still in the stadium of first developments what in turn makes the potential of the Code and its oversight mechanism uncertain. 488 Thus, the
ICoC might be a better alternative to address torturous conduct by PMSCs since corporations are addressed
whereas they not carry direct obligations under IHRL.489 It will depend on how the ICoCA as oversight mechanism will deal with situations of torture by PMSCs abroad, how strict it will enforce the absolute prohibition and
if it constitutes a priority, to see if the affirmation by the ICoC can be translated into practice. 490 An assessment
of the ICoC in the context of the U.S. specifically follows below.

B.

Improvements to the enforcement of the prohibition of torture appli-

cable to contractors
Second part of this Section covers suggestions to improve the enforcement of the prohibition of torture by
PMSC personnel. It introduces a double dualistic approach, meaning that regulating efforts should link international level with the national level; additional to coordinating efforts in combining soft law with hard law. The
first duality of the approach is thus represented by a coordinating and complementing interplay between the
international and national instruments that can be used for enforcing the prohibition of torture on PMSCs. Be it
soft law instruments or an international convention, those should not overlook the importance of a domestic
connection. Regardless of their contractual functions, PMSC personnel should be obliged to comply with IHRL,491
making it of essential importance that States -through strong national enforcement and regulatory mechanisms- and PMSCs -through oversight and adoption of best practices- create a rule-of-law-friendly environment.
This combination of state obligations and corporate responsibilities makes up for the second duality of the approach. No attention is given to HR due diligence, although compliance with the prohibition of torture could
make up for an essential element of reference.
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1.

International level

a.

Soft law

As assessed above, the ICoC seems more likely to improve PMSC compliance with the prohibition of torture.
Yet, the danger exists that industry self-regulations gain a more business perspective and diminish the scope of
IHRL to suit better the needs of the PMSC industry.492 Thus, soft law initiatives as Montreux and ICoC are to be
complemented with hard law instruments. For the ICoC, this means depending on emerging corporate practice
complemented with continuous state support.493 Then, it has the possibility to become an accepted set of internationally applicable standards going beyond self-regulation. But, as mentioned, a great deal depends on how
the ICoCA will exercise oversight and control in practice. Even though the ICoC was brought by the industry
and for the industry, such international industry regulation494 can never absolve states from their IHRL obligations to protect individuals from HR violations by PMSCs.495

b.

UN Draft Convention

Abovementioned reasoning makes one turn to the UN Draft Convention496 that is currently in development
as a complementary hard law instrument representing state obligations under IHRL. The approach of combining
hard- with soft law seems to be relevant and supported by many states as debates within the UN Draft Convention its accompanying Intergovernmental Working Group (IGWG) illustrate. 497 IGWG’s first session after receiving its broader mandate, has been rescheduled,498 making an assessment of progress or on the IGWG’s view to
implement and enforce the prohibition of torture impossible.
In the hypotheses that the UN Draft Convention will be concluded with a HR catalogue, how should an absolute prohibition on torture be incorporated? It constitutes indeed a core human right and is considered to be ius
cogens.499 First, a clear definition of the crime of torture must be included, or reference has to be made to existing instruments.500 The latter holds the preference since the creation of a new concept of torture would not
be free from criticism. The Code attempts to counter criticism of being business biased by taking a multistakeholder approach.501 In essence, caution is required and the difference with mercenaries should be apparent.502 Second, a clear and absolute prohibition of torture should be stated. Again, reference can be made to
IHRL instruments that obtained global support.503 Third, the UN Draft Convention should grant a clear mandate
for oversight and enforcement of this prohibition to either a PMSC industry organ or make use of the effective
existing mechanisms that strictly apply the provision and can pose sanctions. The former could point to the
ICoCA, yet with high safeguards relating to their independency, effectiveness and overall acceptance by the
PMSC industry.504
Though, arguments against an international convention as single solution include the prior need to reinforce
existing specific PMSC initiatives. Assessing the impact of Montreux and ICoC before launching new initiatives
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which might result in a convention with only a few ratifications, enjoys preference.505Embodying legally binding
results by applying a double dualistic approach, a set of coordinated international regulations implemented
through national law or an international framework convention coordinating national instruments,506 for both
States and the PMSC industry, is needed.

2.

National level

Although reinforcement of the prohibition of torture is present in PMSC regulatory instruments, it is mostly
represented in soft law, hence depending on the willingness of states and corporations. Even if a monitoring
mechanism is foreseen, questions remain about their effectiveness. Further, the IGWG correctly noted that
criminal accountability for abuses committed by PMSC personnel was not ensured by the existing initiatives.
Moreover, jurisdictional difficulties arose from the transnational nature of the private security business.507 Addressing these difficulties is the exclusive task of states by taking legislative measures. Thus, in implementing
the overall framework, a national link needs to be present to strictly apply and to be translated into domestic
legislation accompanied by jurisdiction of the courts. Montreux and ICoC with its oversight mechanism are to be
considered as initiatives which complement national regulations, resulting in an increasing role of governments
in this multifaceted approach.508

a.

Using contracting and licensing in prohibiting torture

In recalling art. 5 of the Draft Articles, a connection with licenses and contracts could be made. Regarding
conduct of persons or entities exercising elements of governmental authority, the required “empowerment by
law” of a person or entity, which is not an organ of the state, could give rise to state responsibility. In a nonstringent application of the Draft Articles, government authorisation through license or contract should satisfy
the requirement for empowerment.509 Thus, both licenses and contracts, distributed by governments as hiring
states, can provide for a more individual and specific reinforcement of the prohibition of torture by PMSCs since
states are responsible for ensuring it.
Contract - Neither Montreux, nor the ICoC require that States contract only with companies that should
sign and adhere to the Code. Since both documents cannot be invoked before a court unless they have been
integrated into a contract or into national legislation, the good practices and recommendations should be included in the contract, and make it part of national private contract law.510 The sanctions for non-compliance
with the prohibition of torture could cover determination of the contract, pecuniary compensation, dismissal of
the alleged perpetrator or one could bring this breach of contract before domestic courts under private contract
law.511
Licensing – There is a general consensus512 that a national regulatory regime should at the minimum include a strong state licensing regime for the services PMSCs provide.513 In the licensing agreement with the
government, standards could be set out that companies are expected to meet which should incorporate an
absolute prohibition on torture in exercising the licensed activities abroad.
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The criminalisation by State Parties to the CAT of the crime of torture in their national legislation 514 supports
these licensing standards and provides for a clear sanction possibility when the prohibition on torture is violated.515 Yet, licensing as tool for holding PMSCs responsible for their torturous conduct can only be effective when
room and capacity for post-license monitoring are present. Monitoring clears out situations of license withdrawal by the government in case of non-compliance.516 Yet, the U.S. Government has not touched upon the possibility to improve accountability by requiring the PMSC to establish credible complaint and monitor mechanisms
which allow victims of PMSC conduct to bring complaints.517

b.

In the case of the United States

The chances that the U.S would sign and agree to an international binding Convention seem nevertheless to
be very small. In view of the U.S., no ‘one size fit all’ solution can be recognised since different approaches are
perceived. The U.S. itself emphasised that first a stock of existing initiatives should be taken and that reviewing
state practices at the national level is needed.518 Consequently, because of the U.S. opinion towards a binding
Convention, the soft-law and self-regulation instruments must hold the capacity to regulate responsibility and
liability of PMSCs regarding acts of torture abroad. The Montreux Document is currently519 joined by 50 states
that support the document. The United States was strongly involved with the 16 other countries in the development of the document,520 making the principles incorporated in Montreux seemingly accepted by the U.S.
itself. With regard to the ICoC, there are currently 60 United States PMSCs who have signed the code, on a
total of 708 Signatory Companies.521 Thus, there seems to be a relative common ground in the opinion of the
industry to comply with certain principles of IHR, yet it all depends on the alignment of the U.S. Signatory
Companies with the ICoC in practice.
The ICoC its translation of some HR guarantees could not correspond with the scope and interpretation of
IHR guarantees by the CmAt or ICJ.522 In the case of the U.S., this forms an accurate criticism as the U.S. narrows down the international prohibition of torture where possible and confines it to state actors.523 Regarding
accountability for HR violations of PMSCs specifically, the U.S. indicated that the PMSC staff could be held criminally accountable in the U.S. for offences committed outside U.S. territory under MEJA and UCMJ.524 It stated
as well that state common law and federal statutes in the U.S. allowed for private parties to bring suits against
PMSCs, which in practice is hindered by many jurisdictional and jurisprudential obstacles.525

C.

Conclusion

This exposition pleads for a regulatory framework that is applicable to PMSCs who commit(ed) torture by
upholding a double dualistic approach. This includes a complementary and reinforcing function of hard law as
well as of soft law instruments, accompanied by a coordinated interplay between the international level and
domestic translations thereof.
Generally, Montreux and the ICoC differ from each other in areas of terminology, services and application.
Yet, built in HR protection principles are present who need to be respected. In relation to torture, Montreux and
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its state focus seem not able to bring satisfactory results. A possibility is improving Montreux to explicitly address torture in its recommendations and obliging states to incorporate a core of good practices where the
prohibition of torture is part of. The explicit incorporation, additional to creating an oversight mechanism that is
currently absent. On the corporate side, the ICoC has more potential to deal with torture by PMSCs because of
its oversight body (ICoCA) and the inclusion of a specific provision for the prohibition of torture. Subsequently,
the Code could gain normative character beyond self-regulation by its incorporation into PMSC contracts, making it part of domestic private contract law. Yet, the danger exists that the ICoC would lead a ‘life on its own’,
detached from all existing guarantees that the prohibition of torture is being complied with,526 resulting in insufficiency of soft law. The future could hold an international binding convention when the UN Draft Convention on
PMSCs is concluded with an integrated strong torture provision that fulfils some conditions. An efficient enforcement mechanism is a necessary addition, which could be embodied by a generally accepted ICoCA. A coordinated interplay with the national level needs assistance, which would benefit the domestic enforcement of
the prohibition of torture to PMSCs to commit torture abroad. This can be realised by incorporating torture
prohibiting standards in the contract or in the license process, with strict oversight and monitoring. The U.S.
context seems to complicate the practical translation of these regulatory initiatives, either by the government
opinion against a binding convention, or a fragmented interpretation of the prohibition of torture.

VII.

General Conclusions

In the international field of ‘privatised war’, it is clear that PMSCs can be considered as NSA since they act
autonomously from governments and have an action network across state boundaries. In addition to that,
PMSCs do not represent ‘present-day-mercenaries’ since they carry different characteristics. The corporately
organized PMSCs cover an increasing demand, provide for temporary and wide ranged services, and maintain a
highly specialised military and security expertise. Concerning the crime of torture, it was established that NSA
can commit torture, while researched U.S. legislation confined perpetrators of torture to only state actors. In
defining the constitutional elements of the crime the comparison of international and regional documents
showed that slight differences exist, though all covered any act which causes severe physical and/or mental
pain or suffering; is intentionally or deliberately inflicted; is applied in the pursuit of a certain purpose and includes state responsibility. At first sight, the United States adapted the international standards, yet it narrowed
this definition down were possible. Thus, instead of blind staring on the specific level of state involvement, the
focus when deciding whether an act constitutes to torture should lie with the act or conduct itself, rather than
with the actors who commit the crime.
The rise of PMSCs taken together with the global privatisation of war conceived a market that is clearly in
need of a global-oriented framework. This framework should acknowledge the rights and responsibilities of all
actors involved and should protect the principles upon which the international human rights regime is based.
The Intergovernmental Working Group on international binding Conventions, soft-law initiatives as the Montreux Document, general Codes of Conduct and the International Code of Conduct for Private Security Service
Providers (ICoC) currently represent the regulatory framework of the industry. Due to their fragmentation,
differences in scope, their lack of enforceability, low capacity and scattered focus of these representing instruments, this regulatory framework is dissatisfactory.
Concerning the legal means through which PMSCs are bound by International Human Rights Law (IHRL), an
expected clear link was found between international and domestic U.S. legislation prohibiting torturous conduct.
The legal foundation, whether general or specific; international or national, provides for a solid and established
prohibition on torture. However, up to this point, it is not accepted that NSA as PMSCs would carry direct horizontal HR obligations themselves. Subsequently, in assessing the value of the torture prohibition as such, doctrine and U.S. courts agree on the minimal value of an international custom against torture. According to the
ICJ, this norm of customary international law includes acts of torture conducted by any ‘author’. Thus, not con526
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fining perpetrators of torture to states necessarily, but extending it to officers, contractors and PMSCs. Yet,
based on CAT and its CmAT, the prohibition on torture carries even ius cogens value. Thus, under international
law, the U.S. not only has the authority but also the obligation to provide a forum in order that these international standards may be vindicated since the U.S. has the obligation to avoid impunity for those ‘actors.’ Several civil and criminal U.S. laws were found, that are pertinent for victims of torture. The MEJA and UCMJ, with
their respective limited appliance, represent the failure of U.S. its patch-up actions to the Military Justice System. This is why the international preference goes to the ordinary criminal justice system when handling cases
of PMSC misconduct. Both civil (ATCA and TVPA) and criminal (TCIA) legislation are in place where torture
victims of PMSCs acting abroad can base their claims on. The ius cogens value of the prohibition of torture
additionally increases chances of an actionable violation before U.S. courts. Although there exists a theoretical
probability to hold PMSCs and their employees accountable for torturous conduct, the general lack of full, clearcut and solid liability makes the consequent responsibility avoidable, and translates into impunity these actors
enjoy.
A first deficit of responsibility is represented by the very narrow U.S. interpretation regarding the extraterritoriality principle of both the ICCPR and the CAT. Yet, the CAT’s extraterritorial jurisdiction is translated on
national U.S. level in both criminal and civil legislation. The TCIA embodies the criminal instrument and allows
exercise of universal criminal jurisdiction over torture by the CAT. On the civil side, the ATCA provides the torture prohibition with an extraterritorial applicability. The TCIA together with the ATCA hereby create substantial
ground to underpin the extraterritorial jurisdiction-principle when posing civil or criminal claims founded on
torture. Although states cannot absolve themselves from their responsibilities under IHRL by contracting out
certain duties to private companies, it gives way to a second gap in assigning responsibility for torture. The
reason for this is because of the immunities from civil claims granted by the U.S. government before its domestic courts and from liability in host state’s courts. The former includes the ATCA, connected with jurisprudential
doctrines of ‘combat activities exception’ and the ‘unique federal interest’, which should be present to obtain
the combat activities exception. The U.S., by affording immunity from its justice system while providing no
alternative avenue, violates its positive obligation to keep U.S. legislation in compliance with HR standards.
In search of redress for the tortured victim, the U.S. jurisprudence showed an inconsistent interpretation of
the identical argument that is built around the combat activities exception. Kiobel seems to be interpreted too
freely; and the lower courts seem not able to correctly asses Kiobel its human rights legacy. Because these
lower courts carry the responsibility for defining the elements of the ‘touch and concern’-test, one can expect
that Courts of Appeals in general will generate jurisprudential conflicts. The dismissal by the District Court of
Virginia illustrates already a very narrow and formalistic reading of the Kiobel decision. The chances of Al
Shimari to survive in a post-Kiobel era seem to be very small. Nevertheless, in a broader jurisprudential view,
cases as Al Shimari could survive the Kiobel reasoning to a certain extent, if lower courts would apply in good
faith the essence of the ‘touch and concern’-doctrine. This is something that is recently illustrated by the
judgement in Al Shimari. Yet, a general jurisprudential change to mend the deliberately vague ATCA application
is definitely needed. Alternatively, the repetition of torturous conduct and its subsequent impunity would result
in keeping the ghost of Abu Ghraib alive, rather than confronting them.
As expected is the ATCA perceived in the international context as an example of extraterritorial jurisdiction
resulting from extending national legislation with HR relevant provisions to NSA operating abroad. In practice,
obstacles occur to establish this general tort theory which recognises that HR violations, wherever committed,
may trigger legal responsibility. One could thus wrongfully assume that the U.S. upholds its obligations to punish torturous acts. In reality however, as illustrated by the Al Shimari appeal, the U.S. domestic level fails to
fulfil these obligations. Consequently, when searching for other instruments to hold PMSCs accountable for their
torturous conduct abroad, a double dualistic regulatory approach that assigns responsibility and creates clear
liability for them should be applied. This framework adopts a complementary and reinforcing purpose of both
hard law as soft law instruments; accompanied by a coordinated interplay between the international level and
domestic translations thereof.
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In relation to the prohibition of torture, Montreux is not able to bring satisfactory results to the establishment of responsibility. This could be improved by addressing torture in its recommendations and obliging states
to incorporate a core of good practices which include this prohibition. This, additional to the creation of a necessary oversight mechanism. On the corporate side, the ICoC could bring clear responsibility and accountability
for torture to PMSCs because of its ICoCA oversight body and the inclusion of a specific provision relating to the
prohibition of torture. Subsequently, the Code could gain normative character beyond self-regulation by its
incorporation into PMSC contracts, making it part of domestic private contract law. Yet, the danger exists that
the ICoC would lead a ‘life on its own’, resulting thus in insufficiency of soft law alone. This makes one turn to
the UN Draft Convention on PMSCs that might integrate a strong provision of torture. Yet, given the negative
U.S. opinion on the Draft Convention, it seems very unlikely that a binding convention will hold the solution in
U.S. context.
Still, an efficient enforcement mechanism for oversight and monitoring is necessary and could be embodied
by a largely accepted ICoCA. A coordinated interplay with the national level benefits the domestic enforcement
of responsibility and increases chances to hold PMSCs accountable for torture committed abroad. Therefore that
the creation of a regulatory framework which will bring redress for victims of torturous conduct by (U.S.) PMSCs
and their personnel abroad, needs a double dualistic approach.
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